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Abstract
The semi-topological K-theory K semi∗ (X ) of a quasi-projective complex algebraic variety X is based
on the notion of algebraic vector bundles modulo algebraic equivalence. This theory is given as the ho-
motopy groups of an in2nite loop space Ksemi(X ) which is equipped with maps Kalg(X )→Ksemi(X ),
Ksemi(X )→Ktop(X an) whose composition is the natural map from the algebraic K-theory of X to the
topological K-theory of the underlying analytic space X an of X . The theoryKsemi(X ) de2ned and studied
here is equivalent (when X is projective and weakly normal) to the so-called “holomorphic K-theory”,
Khol(X ), of projective varieties, which is studied by Cohen and Lima-Filho. We give an explicit de-
scription of K semi0 (X ) in terms of K0(X ), a description of K
semi
q (−) in terms of K semi0 (−) for projective
varieties, a Poincar8e duality theorem for projective varieties, and a computation ofKsemi(X ) whenever X
is a product of projective spaces or a smooth complete curve. For X a smooth quasi-projective variety,
there are natural Chern class maps from K semi∗ (X ) to morphic cohomology compatible with similarly
de2ned Chern class maps from algebraic K-theory to motivic cohomology and compatible with the clas-
sical Chern class maps from topological K-theory to the singular cohomology of X an. ? 2002 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
MSC: 19E15; 14C05; 55N20
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We formulate the “semi-topological K-theory” K semi∗ (X ) of a quasi-projective complex variety
X , which we de2ne as the homotopy groups of a certain in2nite loop space Ksemi(X ). This the-
ory interpolates between the algebraic K-theory K∗(X ) of X and the topological
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K-theory K−∗top (X an) of the analytic space X an associated to X , in the sense that there are natural
maps
K(X )→Ksemi(X )→Ktop(X an)
of in2nite loop spaces (cf. De2nition 6.11). Our philosophy is that algebraic K-theory is
the study of algebraic vector bundles under rational equivalence, semi-topological K-theory is
the study of algebraic vector bundles under algebraic equivalence, and topological K-theory
is the study of topological vector bundles under topological equivalence. From this point of
view, the commutative diagram for X smooth
(A)
which we establish in Theorem 6.12, relating these K-theories and their corresponding coho-
mology theories (motivic, morphic, and singular cohomology), is particularly natural. In fact,
diagram (A) arises from a commuting diagram of in2nite loop spaces. This partially completes
a program outlined in [12].
The semi-topological K-theory space Ksemi(X ) of a projective variety X can be viewed as the
stabilization of the space of holomorphic maps from X an to Grassmann varieties. In particular,
we show that the computations of Kirwan [27] of homology groups of spaces of maps from a
Riemann surface Can to Grassmann varieties has a stable interpretation as the assertion that the
natural map Ksemi(C)→Ktop(Can) is a weak equivalence. One might expect that K semi∗ (X )→
K−∗top (X an) could also be an isomorphism for “cellular varieties” such as Grassmann varieties. We
prove such an isomorphism in the special case in which X is a product of projective spaces. 1
We establish some fundamental properties for K semi∗ (X ) whenever X is a projective complex
variety. For example, we establish a version of Poincar8e duality
K semi∗ (X ) ∼= Gsemi∗ (X ) (B)
for smooth, projective varieties X , where Gsemi∗ (X ) is de2ned in analogy with the K-theory
G∗(X )=K ′∗(X ) of coherent sheaves on X (cf. Theorem 4.7). Additionally, in Section 5 we
establish the “projective bundle formula” for K semi—that is, there is a natural isomorphism
K semi∗ (X )
×n ∼= K semi∗ (P(E)); (C)
where X is a projective variety and E is a rank n vector bundle on X . The special case of this
result when E is the trivial bundle of rank 2 and X is smooth has been proven by Rowland
[37], using analytic methods and working in the context of holomorphic K-theory. In [9], an
unstable version of (C) is proved in the special case of the trivial rank 2 vector bundle over a
point.
1 Since the submission of this paper, the authors have extended this result to cover a large class of generalized
Lag varieties, see [19, 2.2].
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Although most of our discussion of semi-topological K-theory applies only to complex va-
rieties, we de2ne K semi0 (X ) for X a quasi-projective variety over an arbitrary 2eld. A natural
challenge is the extension of K semi∗ (−) to varieties over an arbitrary 2eld. 2 As one would
expect, our understanding of K semi0 (−) for complex varieties is more complete than that for
higher degrees. In particular, we establish in Theorem 1.4 that the rational Chern character is
an isomorphism and we exhibit in Proposition 1.8 a portion of the Mayer–Vietoris long exact
sequence for open covers.
We anticipate the semi-topological K-theory with rational coeNcients of a smooth variety X
should be isomorphic in all degrees via a Chern character to the morphic cohomology with
rational coeNcients of X . We also expect that semi-topological K-theory with 2nite coeNcients
should be closely related (perhaps isomorphic) to algebraic K-theory with 2nite coeNcients. One
consequence of such an isomorphism in the case of smooth curves would be a con2rmation
of the Quillen–Lichtenbaum Conjecture (as 2rst formulated in [10]) for curves independent of
any consideration of motivic cohomology. We further speculate that, at least for X smooth,
K semi∗ (X ) and K∗top(X ) become equal after inverting the action of the “Bott element”—i.e., the
generator of K semi2 (SpecC) ∼= Z, which acts on K semi∗ (X ) under the (as of now hypothetical)
cup product operation.
These speculations are summarized succinctly in diagram (A) by posing the rather bold
conjectures that for a given smooth, quasi-projective complex variety X the vertical arrows
are rational isomorphisms, the left-hand horizontal arrows become isomorphisms upon taking
2nite coeNcients, and the upper right-hand horizontal arrow becomes an isomorphism upon
inverting the Bott element. We further conjecture that multiplication by the Bott element in
semi-topological K-theory covers (and is thereby equal to, rationally) the “s-map” in morphic
cohomology of [16, 4.5]. 3
To give the reader a concrete description of K semi∗ (X ), we remark here that K semi0 (X ) is the
quotient of K0(X ) by the equivalence relation determined by algebraic equivalence of bundles
(cf. De2nition 1.1). Further, in Section 4 we establish an explicit description of K semiq (X ) when
X is a projective complex variety. A generator of K semiq (X ) is shown to be an equivalence class
consisting of a continuous map g : Sq → U an, for some complex variety U , together with an
algebraic vector bundle E on U × X—loosely speaking, this amounts to a topological bundle
on Sq × X which is algebraic over each point of Sq.
We should note that our K semi∗ (X ) coincides for weakly normal, projective complex varieties
with the “holomorphic K-theory”, K∗hol(X ), de2ned by Lawson et al. in [29] and further studied
2 Recently, the authors have extended semi-topological K-theory to the case of real varieties—see [20].
3 Since the submission of this paper, all of these conjectures have in fact been proven, at least for projective
varieties: The authors show in [19] that the upper left-hand horizontal arrow becomes an isomorphism after taking
2nite coeNcients, where X is any projective variety. (That the lower left-hand arrow becomes an isomorphism
after taking 2nite coeNcients was already known by [40].) The middle vertical arrow is asserted to be a rational
isomorphism for all projective varieties in [8] and the authors have recently found an independent proof of this for
smooth varieties. The fact that the upper right-hand horizontal arrow becomes an isomorphism for smooth projective
varieties upon inverting the Bott element is also proven in [19], by building on the rational version of this result.
Additionally, the second author has found a completely diPerent proof of this assertion. The fact that the Bott map
corresponds to the s-map follows from the multiplicativity of the Chern character map, a result which is stated in
[8]; the authors have also found a proof of this.
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by Cohen and Lima-Filho in [7,8]. Additionally, we want to point out that an equivalent version
of the right half of diagram (A) is considered in [31, Section 4].
The 2rst author thanks MSRI for its hospitality during the writing of this paper.
1. K semi0 (X ) and algebraic equivalence
For an arbitrary ground 2eld k (not necessarily algebraically closed), a cycle  on a k-variety
X is algebraically equivalent to zero provided there is a smooth, connected variety T with
k-rational points t0 and t1 and an element ˜ of CH∗(X ×T ) such that = !t0(˜)−!t1(˜)∈CH∗(X )
[21, 10.3]. (Recall that CH∗(−) denotes the graded abelian group of algebraic cycles modulo
rational equivalence.) Two cycles are said to be algebraically equivalent if their diPerence in
CH∗(X ) is algebraically equivalent to zero.
Given the intimate relation between algebraic cycles and algebraic K-theory, it seems natural
to introduce the notion of “algebraic equivalence of vector bundles”. For an algebraically closed
2eld k and k-variety X , this may be de2ned as the equivalence relation on vector bundles gen-
erated by the following elementary equivalence: Given two vector bundles E0; E1 on a k-variety
X , suppose there is a smooth, connected, aNne curve C over k, closed points c0; c1 on C, and
a vector bundle E˜ on X ×C such that Ei is isomorphic to the restriction of E˜ to X ×{ci} ∼= X .
Then E0 and E1 are algebraically equivalent vector bundles. More generally a class  in K0(X )
is said to be algebraically equivalent to zero if it can be written as 1 − 0, where for some
smooth, aNne curve C with closed points c0 and c1, there is a class ∈K0(X × C) such that
i= ∗ci(). Here, ci : X ,→ X × C is the closed immersion at ci. In other words, the elements
of K0(X ) algebraically equivalent to zero form the image of the map
⊕
(C;c0;c1)
K0(X × C)
∗c0−∗c1→ K0(X ):
In particular, the elements algebraically equivalent to zero form a subgroup of K0(X ) (see [21,
10.3, 10.3.2]).
We generalize these notions to an arbitrary ground 2eld k with the following de2nition.
Denition 1.1. For a quasi-projective variety X over an arbitrary ground 2eld k, an element of
K0(X ) is algebraically equivalent to zero provided it lies in the image of
K0(X × T )
∗t0−∗t1→ K0(X )
for some smooth, connected k-variety T with k-rational points t0 and t1. De2ne K semi0 (X ) to be
the quotient of K0(X ) by the subgroup of elements algebraically equivalent to zero.
For a smooth variety X , the homotopy invariance of K-theory allows one to think of K0(X ) as
the group of vector bundles on X modulo “rational equivalence” (i.e., the equivalence relation
one gets by taking T to be the aNne line in the de2nition of algebraic equivalence). More
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generally, we have a sequence of natural maps
K0(X )→ K0(X )= ∼rat→ K semi0 (X ); (1.1)
where the middle group is de2ned as
K0(X )= ∼rat≡ coker(K0(X ×A1)
∗
0−∗1→ K0(X ))
and  is the evident closed immersion X ≡ X × {} ,→ X ×A1.
Functoriality of K semi0 (X ) is immediate: if f : Y → X is any morphism of quasi-projective
varieties, then the diagram
commutes for all (T; t0; t1). Thus f∗ induces a map on quotients f∗ : K semi0 (X ) → K semi0 (Y ).
Furthermore, the maps of (1.1) clearly represent natural transformations of contravariant func-
tors.
Additionally, K semi0 (X ) is easily seen to form a ring: if E˜ is a bundle on T ×X and t0; t1 ∈T
are rational points on the smooth, connected variety T , then for any bundle F on X , we have
that E˜ ⊗ ∗(F) (where  : T ×X → X is the projection map) gives a bundle on T ×X relating
E˜|X×{t0} ⊗ F to E˜|X×{t1} ⊗ F . This shows the subgroup of elements algebraically equivalent to
zero forms an ideal of K0(X ).
Proposition 1.2. If X is a smooth projective variety over an algebraically closed ;eld k; then
the image of the (set-theoretic) map Pic0(X )→ K semi0 (X ) is the single element [OX ].
Consequently; if C is a smooth; connected complete curve over k; then K semi0 (C) ∼= Z ⊕ Z;
and if C is a smooth; connected a<ne curve; then K semi0 (C) ∼= Z.
Proof. Let X be a smooth projective variety. Then Pic0(X ) is the collection of closed points on
an abelian variety (also written as Pic0(X )). If L is a line bundle in Pic0(X ) and if p; q∈Pic0(X )
denote the closed points of Pic0(X ) corresponding to L and OX , then we may 2nd a smooth,
irreducible curve C with closed points c and d and a map C → Pic0(X ) sending c to p and d
to q. If L→ Pic0(X )×X denotes the universal line bundle, then the pull-back of L to C ×X
provides an algebraic equivalence relating L to OX . This establishes the 2rst assertion.
If C is a smooth, connected complete curve over k, then K0(C) ∼= Pic(C) ⊕ Z and Pic0(C)
is the kernel of the degree map Pic(C)  Z. Since the degree map is easily seen to respect
algebraic equivalence, the 2rst equation follows.
If C is a smooth, connected aNne curve with smooth projective closure TC, then
Pic0( TC) → Pic(C) is surjective and K0(C)=Pic(C) ⊕ Z. Thus, the second formula follows
from the 2rst.
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For a variety X , recall that CH∗(X ) ≡ ⊕kCHk(X ) refers to the Chow group of algebraic
cycles modulo rational equivalence. We write A∗(X ) ≡ ⊕Ak(X ) for the group of algebraic
cycles modulo algebraic equivalence, which is naturally a graded quotient group of CH∗(X ).
Proposition 1.3. Let X be a quasi-projective variety. The composition of the total Chern class
map c∗ : K0(X )→ CH∗(X ) and the quotient map CH∗(X )→ A∗(X ) factors through K semi0 (X ).
In other words; there is a natural commutative square
with surjective horizontal maps. Similarly; there is a commutative square
where ch is the Chern character.
Proof. To establish the 2rst commutative square, it suNces to show for any smooth connected
variety T with closed points t0; t1 that the composition
K0(X × T )
∗t0−∗t1→ K0(X ) c∗→CH∗(X )→ A∗(X )
is zero. But the map K0(X ×T )→ CH∗(X ) factors through CH∗(X ×T )
!t1−!t0→ CH∗(X ), since for
a vector bundle E on X × T we have !tcn(E)= cn(∗tE) in CH∗(X ) (cf. [21, 6.3]).
The existence of the second square follows immediately from the 2rst, since the components
of the Chern character of a bundle are de2ned by certain rational polynomials in the components
of the Chern classes.
One consequence of the following theorem is the non-triviality of K semi0 (X ) whenever there
is a cycle on X no multiple of which is algebraically equivalent to 0. The proof of this theorem
is an application of Grothendieck’s Riemann–Roch Theorem [3, Expos8e 0].
Theorem 1.4. If X is a smooth quasi-projective variety over k; then the Chern character map
ch∗ : K semi0 (X )⊗Q→A∗(X )⊗Q
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. The map ch∗ : K0(X )⊗Q→ CH∗(X )⊗Q is a natural isomorphism on the category of
smooth varieties by the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch Theorem [3, Expos8e 0]. Thus there is a
commutative diagram
(where MQ denotes M ⊗Q) whose rows are exact. (Here, (T; t0; t1) ranges over smooth, con-
nected varieties T with rational points t0 and t1.) Since the left two vertical arrows are isomor-
phisms, the right most vertical arrow must be an isomorphism as well.
Recall that Atiyah and Hirzebruch [1] establish an isomorphism
ch∗ : K0top(X
an)⊗Q ∼=→Hev(X an;Q):
This is used in the following example.
Example 1.5. If E is a suNciently general abelian 3-fold over C, then the kernel of
K semi0 (E)⊗Q→ K0top(Ean)⊗Q
is in2nitely generated [6].
More generally, for any smooth quasi-projective variety X over C,
ker(K semi0 (X )⊗Q→ K0top(X an)⊗Q)
is isomorphic to the rational GriNths group [6] (i.e., the result of tensoring with Q the group
of algebraic equivalence classes of algebraic cycles homologically equivalent to 0).
The motivation for de2ning K semi0 as the quotient of K0(X ) given by algebraic equivalence
leads us also to consider Gsemi0 (X ). This is de2ned analogously to K
semi
0 (X ) by starting with
G0(X ) (also written K ′0(X )), the Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves on X , in place of
K0(X ). In fact, we shall require a sort of bivariant group; namely, let M(X; Y ) denote the
exact category of coherent OX×Y -modules which are Lat over X , and write G0(X; Y ) for the
associated Grothendieck group. Observe that we recover K0(X ) by setting Y =Spec k and we
recover G0(Y ) by setting X =Spec k. There is an evident notion of algebraic equivalence for
elements of G0(X; Y ):
Denition 1.6. For quasi-projective varieties X and Y over a 2eld k, we say an element of
G0(X; Y ) is algebraically equivalent to zero if it lies in the image of
∗t1 − ∗t0 : G0(X × T; Y )→ G0(X; Y )
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for some smooth, connected variety T with rational points t0; t1. We de2ne Gsemi0 (X; Y ) to be the
quotient of G0(X; Y ) by the subgroup of elements algebraically equivalent to zero. We de2ne
Gsemi0 (Y ) to be G
semi
0 (Spec k; Y ).
Observe that the group Gsemi0 (Y ) is the quotient of G0(Y ) by the subgroup∑
(T; t0; t1)
im(∗t0 − ∗t1 : G0(T; Y )→ G0(Y ));
where the sum ranges over smooth, connected varieties T with rational points t0; t1. Since T is
smooth, the natural map G0(T; Y )→ G0(T×Y ) is an isomorphism by Grothendieck’s Resolution
Theorem for K0 [2, VIII.4.2]. From this description, contravariant functoriality of Gsemi0 (−) for
Lat morphisms is immediate. If Y → Y ′ is a proper morphism, then for any smooth variety T ,
the diagram
is seen to commute by applying [36, p. 2.11], using the fact that {c} × Y ′ and T × Y are
Tor-independent over T × Y ′. Thus Gsemi0 is covariantly functorial for proper morphisms.
It is easily established that Gsemi0 (X; Y ) is a module over the ring K
semi
0 (X ) under tensor
product of OX -modules.
Proposition 1.7. For quasi-projective varieties X and Y; there is a natural map K semi0 (X×Y )→
Gsemi0 (X; Y ) which ;ts in a commutative square
(1.2)
If Y is smooth; then the map K semi0 (X × Y )→ Gsemi0 (X; Y ) is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is immediate from the de2nitions that algebraically equivalent elements of K0(X ×
Y ) are sent to algebraically equivalent elements in G0(X; Y ) under the natural map, and thus
K semi0 (X × Y )→ Gsemi0 (X; Y ) is uniquely de2ned so that (1.2) commutes.
If Y is smooth, then K0(X × Y ) → G0(X; Y ) and K0(T × X × Y ) → G0(T × X; Y ) are
isomorphisms for any smooth T by Grothendieck’s Resolution Theorem [2, VIII.4.2]. The result
follows immediately.
We conclude this section with the beginnings of a Mayer–Vietoris long exact sequence.
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Proposition 1.8. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety over k and let U,V be Zariski
open subsets of X with the property that X =U ∪ V . Then there is a natural exact sequence
K semi0 (X )→ K semi0 (U )⊕ K semi0 (V )→ K semi0 (U ∩ V )→ 0:
Proof. We consider the commutative diagram
for any (T; t0; t1). Observe that the top two rows of this diagram are exact by Mayer–Vietoris
for algebraic K-theory [36, 3.5]. The lower vertical arrows are surjective, which shows that the
bottom row is a chain complex and is surjective on the right. Since K semi0 (Y ) may be de2ned
for any Y as
K0(Y )
/ ∑
(T; t0; t1)
im(∗t0 − ∗t1 : K0(T × Y )→ K0(Y ));
exactness at K semi0 (U )⊕ K semi0 (V ) follows from an easy diagram chase.
2. Operads, Grassmannians, and Chow varieties
In this section, we construct the in2nite loop space Ksemi(X ) whose group of connected
components equals K semi0 (X ) for any weakly normal, quasi-projective complex variety X . We
also consider the parallel constructions of C(X ), a theory based on Chow varieties, and of
GsemiY (X ), a bivariant theory generalizing K
semi(X ). The technique we employ to construct
these in2nite loop spaces involves the notion of an E∞ operad (cf. [33,34]). Speci2cally, we
shall construct spaces which are “algebras” for an operad we write as Ian, which is closely
related to the classical linear isometries operad. Operads and in2nite loop spaces similar to
those discussed here were also considered in [4].
An explanation for the need for the weakly normal hypotheses seems in order at this point.
Recall that a variety X is “weakly normal” provided any map X˜ → X which is a universal
homeomorphism (that is, a map which after arbitrary base change induces a homeomorphism on
underlying topological spaces) is an isomorphism. Over a 2eld of characteristic zero, we may
associate to any variety X its weak normalization, written Xw → X , which has the properties
that Xw → X is a universal homeomorphism and Xw is weakly normal. We refer the reader to
[41] for details. (Note that the notion of weak normalization and semi-normalization coincide
in characteristic 0.)
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Weak normality becomes important for us in that our constructions will use the set Mor(X; Y )
of “continuous algebraic maps” between varieties X and Y . Such a map is de2ned to be a
graph—i.e., a reduced, closed subscheme of X ×Y—such that the projection to X is a universal
homeomorphism. Thus, if X is weakly normal, the set Mor(X; Y ) coincides with Hom(X; Y ), the
set of morphisms of varieties. In characteristic zero, there is a natural isomorphism Mor(X; Y ) ∼=
Hom(Xw; Y ).
The reader may ask why we build our construction using continuous algebraic maps rather
than morphisms of varieties. There are several reasons the use of function spaces of continuous
algebraic maps is more appropriate. First of all, the techniques of [18] which we frequently
use to establish the existence of pairings guarantee the existence of continuous algebraic maps
(and not morphisms). Second, in the context of cohomology, the consideration of a cohomology
theory on all varieties (cf. [14]) suggests continuous algebraic maps. Since in subsequent work
we require a semi-topological K-theory de2ned on all varieties which maps to cohomology, this
suggests we utilize mapping spaces of continuous algebraic maps.
We now begin the construction of the promised in2nite loop spaces. Eventually, we will
need to work over the complex numbers, but at 2rst we may consider any ground 2eld k. Let
Grassm(PN ) denote the projective k-variety of quotient m-planes of kN+1 for any 06m6N .
Also let Cr;d(PN ) denote the Chow variety of ePective r-cycles of degree d in PN for any
r¿−1, d¿ 0. Here, C−1;d(PN ) is by de2nition Spec k and represents the “empty cycle of degree
d”. For each 2xed r, the scheme
∐
d∈N Cr;d(PN ) is an abelian monoid scheme under addition
of cycles, with the case r=− 1 giving the discrete abelian monoid scheme N. Furthermore, we
let I(n)N;M denote the aNne variety of M × nN matrices over k of rank nN , which we view
as the variety parameterizing n-tuples of linear maps (f1 : kN → kM ; : : : ; fn : kN → kM ) such
that *(f1; : : : ; fn) : (kN )⊕n ≡ knN → kM is injective. (To avoid confusion, given maps gi :Ai →
B; 16 i6 n, of abelian groups we will use *(g1; : : : ; gn) to refer to the map
⊕
i Ai → B sending
(a1; : : : ; an) to *gi(ai).) There are natural transition maps
Grassm(PN−1) ,→ Grassm(PN ); Cr;d(PN ) ,→ Cr;d(PN+1)
given by the projection kN+1  kN onto the 2rst N standard basis elements and the inclusion
PN ,→ PN+1 into the 2rst N + 1 homogeneous coordinates, respectively. Also, we have two
compatible transition maps
I(n)N+1;M → I(n)N;M ; I(n)N;M ,→ I(n)N;M+1;
which are de2ned by
(f1 : kN+1 ,→ kM ; : : : ; fn : kN+1 ,→ kM ) → (f1|kN ; : : : ; fn|kN )
and by composition with the inclusion kM ,→ kM+1, respectively.
Denition 2.1. We de2ne the following functors on k-schemes:
Mor(X;Grass) ≡ lim−→
N¿0
Mor(X;
∐
m¿0
Grassm(PN ));
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Mor(X;Chow) ≡ lim−→
N¿0
Mor(X;
∐
r¿−1;d¿0
Cr;d(PN ));
I(n)(X ) ≡ lim←−
N¿0
lim−→
M¿0
Mor(X; I(n)N;M ); n¿ 0:
Here, I(0) is taken to mean the one point functor.
We view I(1)(X ) (for X weakly normal) as the set of k[X ]-linear endomorphisms of k[X ]∞
(where k[X ] denotes the ring of global functions on X ) which are admissible injections. In other
words, this is the set of in2nite-by-in2nite matrices with entries in k[X ] such that every column
has only 2nitely many non-zero elements and every submatrix consisting of a 2nite collection
of columns has full rank. Similarly, we view I(n)(X ) as the set of n-tuples (f1; : : : ; fn) of
k[X ]-linear endomorphisms with the property that
*(f1; : : : ; fn) : (k[X ]∞)⊕n → k[X ]∞
is an admissible injection (i.e., every matrix formed by choosing 2nitely many columns from
each of the fi’s has full rank).
The utility of the functor I(n) is that elements of I(n)(X ) allow us to “move” an n-tuple of
quotients of O∞X (respectively, an n-tuple of ePective cycles in X × P∞) into general position
so that their direct sum (respectively, 2brewise join) is well-de2ned. This idea is made rigorous
in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2. For all n¿ 0; there exist pairings of contravariant functors on k-schemes
I(n)×Mor(−;Grass)×n →Mor(−;Grass);
associated to direct sum of locally free coherent sheaves; and
I(n)×Mor(−;Chow)×n →Mor(−;Chow);
associated to ;brewise join of e@ective cycles. Moreover; each of these pairings is induced by
continuous algebraic maps of the systems of varieties which represent these functors.
Proof. When n=0, the pairings are given by the base points of Grass and Chow: the zero
quotient O∞  0 and the empty cycle of degree one C−1;1(P∞) ≡ Spec k.
Write Grass(PN ) for the scheme
∐
mGrassm(PN ). We have pairings of schemes
I(n)N+1;M+1 ×Grass(PN )× · · · ×Grass(PN )→ Grass(PM ); (2.1)
de2ned (in terms of the functors they represent) as follows. Send the tuple
(f1 : k[X ]N+1 ,→ k[X ]M+1; : : : ; fn : k[X ]N+1 ,→ k[X ]M+1;
p1 :ON+1X  E1; : : : ; pn :O
N+1
X  En);
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where each Ei is a locally free coherent sheaf, to the quotient object given by the composition
of
OM+1X
*(f1;:::;fn)∧−→ (ON+1X )n → E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ En:
Here, *(f1; : : : ; fn)∧ is the linear dual of *(f1; : : : ; fn).
Taking adjoints, the pairing (2:1) can be equivalently written as a collection of natural trans-
formations of the form
I(n)N+1;M+1 → Hom(Grass(PN )×n;Grass(PM ));
where, in general, given functors F and G, we let Hom(F;G) denote the functor on k-schemes
given by U → Hom(F×U;G). (If F and G are the representable functors associated to varieties
X and Y , then Hom(F;G) is the functor U → Homk(X × U; Y ).) One easily veri2es that this
pairing is compatible with the transition maps in that we have commutative squares of the form
and
for all n, N , and M . Moreover, these squares are compatible with each other in the sense that
the evident cubical diagrams commute. Taking the direct limit over all M and the inverse limit
over all N , we obtain the natural transformation
I(n)→ Hom(Mor(−;Grass)×n;Mor(−;Grass)):
Under adjointness, this natural transformation corresponds to the natural transformation
I(n)×Mor(−;Grass)×n →Mor(−;Grass):
As argued in [18, 1:1] (where characteristic 0 is assumed and a stronger result is proven),
a natural transformation of contravariant functors on smooth schemes represented by algebraic
varieties induces a continuous algebraic map between these varieties. We therefore establish
pairings of varieties (given by a continuous algebraic map)
I(n)N+1;M+1 × Cr1;d1(PN )× · · · × Crn;dn(PN )→ Cr;d(PM ); (2.2)
where r= r1 + · · ·+ rn + n − 1 and d=d1 · · · · · dn, by de2ning them in terms of the functors
on the category of smooth k-schemes that they represent as follows. Given a smooth variety X
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and a tuple
(f1 : k[X ]N+1 ,→ k[X ]M+1; : : : ; fn : k[X ]N+1 ,→ k[X ]M+1; .1; : : : ; .n);
where .i is an ePective cycle on X×PN of dimension ri and degree di, let fi∗ :X×PN ,→ X×PM
be the closed immersion induced by fi. Let fi∗(.i) denote the ePective cycle in PM given by
pushforward along fi∗ . Finally, send this tuple to the ePective cycle
f1∗(.1)#X : : : #Xfn∗(.n)
in X × PnM+n−1, where #X denotes 2brewise join over X . Observe that the linear subspaces
fi∗(PN ) are in general position (in the sense that the linear span of all but one of these spaces is
disjoint from the remaining space) and thus this 2brewise join is well behaved. By convention,
the join of any given cycle . with the empty cycle of degree d (i.e., the unique point of
C−1;d(P∞)) is d..
The pairings (2.2) are compatible with the transition maps as before, and so by taking inverse
and direct limits, we obtain the desired pairing of functors
I(n)×Mor(−;Chow)×n →Mor(−;Chow):
For a projective variety Y , we introduce a generalization Mor(−; GY ) of Mor(−;Grass) in
which the roˆle of the Grassmannians is replaced by the Quot-schemes GrY of Grothendieck [25].
Denition 2.3. For Y a projective variety over a 2eld k and r¿ 0, we write GrY for the disjoint
union of projective varieties representing the functor
X → {quotient objects OrX×Y  M |M is a coherent sheaf on X × Y Lat over X }
and we de2ne GY to be the functor
X → {O∞X×Y  M |M is a coherent sheaf on X × Y Lat over X };
where by a quotient of the form O∞X×Y  M , we mean one which has all but 2nitely many
standard basis elements in its kernel. Thus, GY is ind-representable by the ind-variety lim−→ r¿0
GrY ,
and we let Mor(−; GY ) denote the functor lim−→ r¿0 Mor(−; G
r
Y ).
Observe that Mor(−;Grass) coincides with Mor(−; GSpec k). We will continue to explicitly dis-
cuss Mor(−;Grass) even though it is subsumed by Mor(−; GY ), because we view Mor(−;Grass)
as the object of primary interest.
Proposition 2.4. For any projective variety Y over a ;eld k and n¿ 0; there is a natural
pairing of functors on k-schemes
I(n)×Mor(−; GY )×n →Mor(−; GY ):
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Proof. We have pairings
I(n)N+1;M+1 × (GNY )×n → GMY ; (2.3)
de2ned in precisely the same manner as were the pairings (2.1), and these pairings are com-
patible with the transition maps, just as were the pairings (2.1). Taking the direct limit over M
and the inverse limit over N , we obtain the desired pairing.
We now assume k=C in order to realize sets such as Mor(X;Grassn(PN )) as topological
spaces; these spaces arise naturally using the results of [18]. Let (Sm=C)61 denote the category
of (formally) smooth, aNne varieties essentially of 2nite type over C having Krull dimension
at most one (so that objects of (Sm=C)61 are localizations of smooth aNne varieties over C).
For quasi-projective complex varieties X; Y we let Mor(X; Y ) denote the functor
Mor(X; Y ) : (Sm=C)61 → (sets)
from the category (Sm=C)61 to the category of sets, which sends C ∈ (Sm=C)61 to the set
Mor(C × X; Y ) of continuous algebraic maps from C × X to Y . When X is weakly normal,
Mor(X; Y ) is nothing more than the functor Hom(− × X; Y ) on (Sm=C)61. Furthermore, as
shown in [18], the functor Mor(X; Y ) admits a “proper, constructible presentation”—that is,
this functor is representable by a disjoint union of constructible subsets of projective space
modulo a proper equivalence relation. Consequently, by [18, 2:4], the set Mor(X; Y ) admits a
natural topology and we write this topological space Mor(X; Y )an. The topology of Mor(X; Y )an
is such that a sequence of continuous algebraic maps fi converges to f if and only if the
sequence of associated continuous maps fani :X
an → Y an converges to fan (in the compact-open
topology) and the degrees of the graphs of the fi’s (with respect to a chosen locally closed
embedding X × Y ,→ PM ) are bounded (cf. [15, A3]). The results of [18] will be especially
useful in this paper for establishing the continuity of maps between spaces such as Mor(X; Y )an.
In particular, we have the topological spaces
Mor(X;Grassm(PN ))an; Mor(X;Cr;d(PN ))an; Mor(X;GNY )an and I(n)anN;M :
(Recall that GNY is an in2nite disjoint union of varieties indexed by Hilbert polynomials.)
Denition 2.5. For any quasi-projective complex variety X and any projective complex variety
Y , we de2ne topological spaces
Mor(X;Grass)an ≡ lim−→
N¿0
Mor(X;
∐
m¿0
Grassm(PN ))an;
Mor(X;Chow)an ≡ lim−→
N¿0
Mor(X;
∐
r¿−1;d¿0
Cr;d(PN ))an;
Mor(X;GY )an ≡ lim−→
N¿0
Mor(X;GNY )
an;
I(n)an ≡ lim←−
N
lim−→
M
I(n)anN;M :
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Proposition 2.6. Let X be a quasi-projective complex variety. Then; for any n¿ 0 and any
projective complex variety Y; there are natural continuous pairings
I(n)an × (Mor(X;Grass)an)×n →Mor(X;Grass)an;
I(n)an × (Mor(X;Chow)an)×n →Mor(X;Chow)an;
I(n)an × (Mor(X;GY )an)×n →Mor(X;GY )an:
Proof. Each of these pairing is induced by taking an inverse limit of a direct limit of pair-
ings of functors (i.e., the pairings (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3)). Since all of the functors involved
admit proper, constructible presentations, these three pairings induce continuous pairings on the
associated topological spaces by [18, 2:3].
Returning brieLy to an arbitrary base 2eld k, we next observe that there are natural pairings
of functors
0(k; n1; : : : ; nt) :I(t)×I(n1)× · · · ×I(nt)→ I(n1 + · · ·+ nt);
which satisfy the associative, equivariant, and unital conditions required for an operad in the
sense of May [32, Section 1]. Namely, 0(k; n1; : : : ; nt) sends
(g1; : : : ; gt); (f11 ; : : : ; f
1
n1); : : : ; (f
t
1; : : : ; f
t
nt)
to the composition
*(g1; : : : ; gt) ◦ (*(f11 ; : : : ; f1n1); : : : ; *(ft1; : : : ; ftnt)) : (k[X ]∞)×n1+···+nt
=(k[X ]∞)×n1 × · · · × (k[X ]∞)×nt → (k[X ]∞)×t → k([X ]∞):
The action of *n on I(n) is given by permuting the entries in the evident manner, and the unit
element of I(1) is the identity map on k∞.
To further clarify the roˆle of I(n) in this paper, it might be helpful to recall the “linear
isometries operad” of [34]. This is de2ned by setting L(n) to be the collection of linear
isometric embeddings of (C∞)⊕n into C∞, where C∞ is topologized as the inductive limit of
its 2nite dimensional subspaces and is endowed with the evident Hermitian inner product. The
topology on L(n) is the subspace topology of the compactly generated compact-open topology
on the collection of all continuous maps from (C∞)⊕n to C∞. That is, L(n) is a subspace
of the space of maps Maps((C∞)⊕n;C∞) ∼= lim←−NMaps((C
N )⊕n;C∞). Since any linear map
from a 2nite dimensional vector space to C∞ factors through CM for M0, we conclude that
L(n) may be identi2ed with a subspace of lim←−N
lim−→M
Maps((CN)⊕n;CM ). Recall that I(n)an
was de2ned as lim←−N
lim−→M
I(n)anN;M . Since I(n)
an
N;M is clearly a subspace of Maps(CN
⊕n
;CM ),
we see that L(n) is naturally a subspace of I(n)an. The collection of spaces L(n) comes with
associated pairings 0(n1; : : : ; nt), each L(n) is acted upon by *n, and L(1) has a unit element.
These structures are de2ned just as for the collection of spaces I(n)an and satisfy the same
associative, equivariant, and unital conditions as do the spaces I(n)an. Additionally, for all n,
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the space L(n) is contractible and is acted upon freely by *n, making the collection L(n),
n¿ 0, into an “E∞ operad”. We now show these latter two properties hold for I(n)an as well.
Let 1•k denote the standard algebraic simplicial object, which in degree n is the variety
1nk ≡ Spec(k[x0; : : : ; xn]=(
∑
i xi − 1)). By I(n)(1•k), we mean the simplicial set d → I(n)(1dk ).
Proposition 2.7 (cf. Lawson [32]). For any n¿ 0 and ;eld k; I(n)(1•k) is a contractible sim-
plicial set on which the permutation group *n acts freely. Thus; the sequence I(1•k) ≡
{I(n)(1•k); n∈N} of simplicial sets is a simplicial E∞ operad.
Moreover; each space I(n)an is contractible with a free *n action; so that the sequence of
spaces Ian ≡ {I(n)an; n∈N} is a (topological) E∞ operad. Additionally; Ian contains L as
a sub-operad.
Proof. The freeness of the *n action on I(n)(1•k) and I(n)
an is evident upon inspection.
Let ev; od ∈I(1) be the natural transformations de2ned by setting
ev :C[X ]∞ ,→ C[X ]∞; ev(ei)= e2i;
od :C[X ]∞ ,→ C[X ]∞; od(ei)= e2i+1:
Deformation retractions to a point can be constructed by 2rst deforming any (f1; : : : ; fn)∈I(n)
to (ev ◦ f1; : : : ; ev ◦ fn), then deforming this latter to (od ◦ g1; : : : ; od ◦ gn) for some 2xed
(g1; : : : ; gn)∈I(n). In the case ofI(n)an, the 2rst deformation is achieved by sending (f1; : : : ; fn)
to
(ev ◦ t · f1 + (1− t) · f1; : : : ; ev ◦ t · fn + (1− t) · fn); 06 t6 1;
the second deformation is achieved by sending (ev ◦ f1; : : : ; ev ◦ fn) to
(t · ev ◦ f1 + (1− t) · od ◦ g1; : : : ; t · ev ◦ fn + (1− t) · od ◦ gn); 06 t6 1:
The value of either of these deformations for any t; 06 t6 1, is easily seen to be an admissible
injection.
For I(n)(1•k), we employ analogous simplicial homotopies.
The 2nal claim of the proposition holds since each L(n) is a subspace of I(n) and the
operations are clearly compatible with this collection of subspace inclusions.
The proof of the following proposition is essentially immediate from the de2nition of the
actions of Ian given in Propositions 2.2 and 2.4 plus the continuity of these actions given in
Proposition 2.6. We refer the reader to [32,34] for details in analogous situations.
Proposition 2.8. The pairings of Proposition 2:6 satisfy the axioms of [32; Section 1]; making
the spaces
Mor(X;Grass)an; Mor(X;Chow)an; Mor(X;GY )an
into Ian-spaces for the E∞ operad Ian.
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We shall refer to each of the three spaces of Proposition 2.8 (or any space admitting such
an action by Ian) simply as an “Ian-space”.
We remind the reader that a homotopy-theoretic group completion 3 :X → X∧ of a homo-
topy associative, homotopy commutative H -space X is a map of H -spaces such that X∧ is a
group-like H -space (i.e., X∧ is homotopy associative and homotopy commutative, and 0X∧ is
an abelian group) satisfying
1. 3∗ :0X→ 0X∧ is the group completion of the monoid 0X and
2. 3∗ :H∗(X; A)→ H∗(X∧; A) is the localization map
H∗(X; A)→ Z[0X∧]⊗Z[0X] H∗(X; A);
for any commutative ring of coeNcients A (cf. [5, Section 1]).
The action of I(2)an on an Ian-space X provides X with the structure of an H -space. Indeed,
the structure of an Ian-space on X associates to X an 5-spectrum whose 0-th space, which we
write as 5∞X, is equipped with a map from X,
X→ 5∞X;
which is a homotopy-theoretic group completion of X (cf. [31, 6:4], [29, Section 2]).
Denition 2.9. Let X be a quasi-projective complex variety and Y a projective complex variety.
We de2ne
Ksemi(X ) ≡ 5∞Mor(X;Grass)an;
C(X ) ≡ 5∞Mor(X;Chow)an;
GsemiY (X ) ≡ 5∞Mor(X;GY )an;
the zeroth spaces of the 5-spectra associated to the Ian-spaces
Mor(X;Grass)an; Mor(X;Chow)an; Mor(X;GY )an:
To obtain some understanding of these 5-spectra, we investigate the monoids of connected
components of the corresponding Ian-spaces and their homotopy-theoretic group completions.
Notice that the following proposition requires the assumption that X be weakly normal.
Proposition 2.10. Let X be a weakly normal; quasi-projective complex variety X . Then the
set
0Mor(X;Grass)an
consists of equivalence classes of locally free coherent OX -modules which are generated by
their global sections. Two such modules E1 and E2 are equivalent if and only if there is a
connected; smooth; a<ne curve C; a locally free coherent OC×X -module E˜ which is generated
by its global sections; and closed points c1; c2 of C such that Ei ∼= E˜{ci}×X .
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More generally; if Y is a projective complex variety; the set
0Mor(X;GY )an
consists of equivalence classes of coherent OX×Y -modules which are generated by their global
sections and are Bat over X . Two such coherent sheaves N1 and N2 are equivalent if and only
if there exists a smooth; connected; a<ne curve C; a coherent OC×X×Y -module N˜ which is
generated by its global sections and which is Bat over X × C; and closed points c1; c2 of C
such that Ni ∼= N˜ |{ci}×X×Y .
Finally; if we assume that X is normal; then the set
0Mor(X;Chow)an
consists of e@ective cycles on X × PN for some N ¿ 0 which are equidimensional over X
modulo the equivalence relation generated by pairs (61; 62) for which there exists a smooth
curve C; points c1; c2 ∈C; and an e@ective cycle Z on C×X ×PN equidimensional over X ×C
whose ;bres over c1; c2 are 61; 62.
Proof. Since Mor(X;Grass)an is a special case of Mor(X;GY )an, we do not consider this
case separately. The condition that X be weakly normal implies that the sets Mor(X;GY ) and
Mor(X;Chow) coincide with the corresponding sets of morphisms of varieties.
The class of a quotient O∞X×Y  M depends only on the isomorphism class of M . For
suppose p :OnX×Y  M and q :O
m
X×Y  M are two diPerent choices of surjections, each giving
an element of Mor(X;GY )an. (In general, we regard a quotient OlX×Y  N as giving an element
of Mor(X;GY )an by passing to the direct limit—i.e., by composing with the canonical surjection
O∞X×Y  O
l
X×Y .) Consider the element of Mor(X;GY )
an associated to (p; q) :On+mX×Y  M . Then
9 → (p; 9q), for 9∈ [0; 1], de2nes a path between the points associated to (p; q) and p. Similar
constructions produce paths joining (p; q) to (0; q), (0; q) to (q; q), and (q; q) to q, thereby
establishing the claim.
The description of the equivalence relation de2ning 0Mor(X;GY )an is a consequence of
the description given in [18, 2:7] of 0 of the space associated to any functor with a proper,
constructible presentation.
If we assume X is normal, elements of Mor(X;Chow) have a natural interpretation as
ePective cycles on X × PN (for some N ¿ 0) equidimensional over X (cf. [15, 1:5]).
Since Mor(X;Cr;d(PN ))(C)=Mor(C × X;PN ) for any smooth curve C, the description of
0 Mor(X;Chow) follows from [18, 2:7].
To proceed further, let us make explicit the H -space structure on an Ian-space X. Since
I(2)an is contractible and therefore connected and non-empty, the pairing
I(2)an × (X)×2 → X
determines an H -space structure once a point in I(2)an is chosen. Any two choices of points
in I(2)an give homotopy-equivalent H -space actions. Moreover, the connectivity of I(3)an
implies that this H -space structure is both homotopy associative and homotopy commutative.
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Unless explicit mention is made to the contrary, we choose the “interleaving map” : in I(2)an,
de2ned as
: : (C∞)×2 → C∞; :(ei; ej)= e2i + e2j+1: (2.4)
As we see in the next proposition, the sets of connected components discussed in Proposi-
tion 2.10 have monoid structures with familiar group completions.
Proposition 2.12. Let X be a weakly normal; quasi-projective complex variety and let Y be
a projective complex variety. Then the sets 0Mor(X;Grass)an and 0Mor(X;GY )an; whose
elements are given by equivalence classes of coherent sheaves as in Proposition 2:10; are
monoids under direct sum. Furthermore; their group completions can be described as follows:
[0Mor(X;Grass)an]+ ∼= K semi0 (X ); [0Mor(X;GY )an]+ ∼= Gsemi0 (X; Y ):
Proof. The fact that these sets are monoids follows from the fact that Mor(X;Grass)an and
Mor(X;GY )an are H -spaces. The proof of Proposition 2.10 and de2nition of the H -space struc-
ture induced by the map (2.4) make it clear that the monoid operation is given by direct sum
of coherent sheaves.
We write Mgl(X; Y ) for the full, additive subcategory of the category of coherent sheaves on
X ×Y consisting of those coherent sheaves which are Lat over X and generated by their global
sections. Observe that Mgl(X; Y ) is not naturally an exact category, since it is not closed under
extension.
By Proposition 2.10, there is a natural map from the monoid 0Mor(X;GY )an to the group
Gsemi0 (X; Y ) which necessarily factors through the group completion 0Mor(X;GY )
an →
[0Mor(X;GY )an]+, yielding the map
0 : [0Mor(X;GY )an]+ → Gsemi0 (X; Y ):
Suppose we are given an exact sequence
0→ M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0
of coherent OX×Y -modules such that M ′, M , and M ′′ belong to Mgl(X; Y ). By pulling back
along the canonical projection A1 × X × Y → X × Y , we form the exact sequence
0→ M ′[t]→ M [t]→ M ′′[t]→ 0;
where A1 =SpecC[t]. Observe that the objects in this sequence belong to Mgl(A1×X; Y ). Now
push out along M ′[t] ·t→M ′[t] to form the exact sequence
0→ M ′[t]→ M˜ → M ′′[t]→ 0:
Observe that M˜ also belongs toMgl(A1×X; Y ), for it is Lat over A1×X (since it is an extension
of coherent sheaves that are Lat over A1×X ) and it is generated by its global sections (since it is
a quotient of M ′[t]⊕M [t]). Further, the restriction of M˜ to {i}×X ×Y is isomorphic to M ′⊕M ′′
for i=1 and is isomorphic to M for i=0. This shows that [M ]= [M ′ ⊕M ′′]= [M ′] + [M ′′] in
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0Mor(X;GY )an by Proposition 2.10. It follows that [0Mor(X;GY )an]+ may be described as
the abelian group whose generators are the isomorphism classes of objects of Mgl(X; Y ) subject
to the relations given by algebraic equivalence and short exact sequences (i.e., sequences of
maps of objects of Mgl(X; Y ) which are exact as sequences of coherent OX×Y -modules.)
For any integer j and coherent OX×Y -module M , we write M (j) for M ⊗O(j), where O(j) ≡
O(1)⊗j and O(1) is a chosen very ample line bundle on X ×Y . Choose a surjection On+1  O(1)
and form the associated Koszul exact sequence (cf. [22, IV. 2])
0→ O(j)→ O(j + 1)n+1 → · · · → O(j + n)n+1 → O(j + n+ 1)→ 0 (2.5)
of vector bundles on X ×Y , for any j∈Z. Further, given a coherent OX×Y -module M we obtain
by taking tensor products the exact sequence
0→ M (j)→ M (j + 1)n+1 → · · · → M (j + n)n+1 → M (j + n+ 1)→ 0: (2.6)
Since for any M ∈M(X; Y ) we have that M (j)∈Mgl(X; Y ) for j0, it follows from the re-
lations imposed by (2.6) and descending induction on j that Gsemi0 (X; Y ) is generated by the
classes of objects in Mgl(X; Y ). The map 0 is therefore onto.
Suppose 0([N ])= 0([N ′]) for some [N ]; [N ′]∈ [0Mor(X;GY )an]+. Then N and N ′ are related
by a 2nite sequence of equivalences given by algebraic equivalences and short exact sequences
of objects in M(X; Y ). For each short exact sequence appearing in this collection of relations,
tensoring by O(j) for j0 produces a short exact sequence of objects of Mgl(X; Y ). It fol-
lows that [N (j)]= [N ′(j)] in [0Mor(X;GY )an]+ for all j0, since we know that short exact
sequences in Mgl(X; Y ) give relations.
Observe that for any M belonging to Mgl(X; Y ) and any j¿ 0, every object and every
cokernel and kernel of the maps in the sequence (2.6) belong to Mgl(X; Y ). This is because
the Latness condition passes to kernels and the generation-by-global-sections condition passes
to cokernels. Thus, for such an M and j, the sequence (2.6) gives the relation
[M (j)]=
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)i−1
(
n+ 1
i
)
[M (i + j)] (2.7)
in [0Mor(X;GY )an]+. We conclude that [N ]= [N ′] in [0Mor(X;GY )an]+ by descending in-
duction on j, and hence 0 is injective.
Remark 2.13. We could generalize Proposition 2.12 by stating that for an arbitrary quasi-
projective complex variety X , we have the formulas
[0Mor(X;Grass)an]+ ∼= K semi0 (Xw); [0Mor(X;GY )an]+ ∼= Gsemi0 (Xw; Y ):
Indeed, it is clear that Gsemi(X; Y )=Gsemi(Xw; Y ) for all X and Y . We do not know whether
K semi0 (X
w) ∼= K semi0 (X ) or Gsemi0 (Xw; Y ) ∼= Gsemi(X; Y ) for all varieties X and Y . Thus, in the
remainder of this paper, the reader should be wary that our results concerning Ksemi(X ) and
Gsemi(X; Y ) might not agree with the de2nitions of Section 1 if X is not weakly normal.
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The following corollary of Proposition 2.12 relates the in2nite loop spaces of this section
with the constructions of Section 1.
Corollary 2.14. Let X be a weakly normal; quasi-projective complex variety and let Y be a
projective complex variety. Then there are natural identi;cations
0Ksemi(X )=K semi0 (X ); 0G
semi
Y (X )=G
semi
0 (X; Y ):
In light of Corollary 2.14, we are justi2ed in writing K semiq (X ) and Gsemiq (X; Y ) for the qth
homotopy groups of Ksemi(X ) and GsemiY (X ), at least when X is weakly normal. We also write
Gsemiq (Y ) for Gsemiq (SpecC; Y ).
3. Interpretations of GsemiY ,K
semi
It is important for the results of Sections 4 and 5 that we have more explicit descriptions
of the spaces GsemiY (X ) and K
semi(X )—that is, we need an explicit method for forming the
homotopy-theoretic group completions of Mor(X;GY )an and Mor(X;Grass)an. In this section,
we exhibit just such a construction, de2ned in terms of mapping telescopes. We begin with the
following proposition, which shows that to group complete the discrete monoid 0Mor(X;GY )an,
one needs only to invert a single element.
Proposition 3.1. Let X and Y be quasi-projective complex varieties with Y projective. Fix an
ample line bundle O(1) on X × Y which admits a surjection On+1X×Y  O(1). Then the abelian
monoids
0Mor(X;GY )an[− [O(1)]] and 0Mor(X;Grass)an[− [O(1)]];
formed by adjoining the additive inverse of [O(1)]; are the group completions of 0Mor(X;GY )an
and 0Mor(X;Grass)an:
0Mor(X;GY )an[− [O(1)]] ∼= [0Mor(X;GY )an]+;
0Mor(X;Grass)an[− [O(1)]] ∼= [0Mor(X;Grass)an]+:
Proof. The 2rst isomorphism encompasses the second, since Mor(X;Grass)an =Mor(X;GSpec C)an.
Recall that the proof of Proposition 2.12 shows that a sequence
0→ M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0
of maps in Mgl(X; Y ) which is exact as a sequence of coherent OX×Y -modules induces the
relation [M ]= [M ′]+[M ′′] in 0Mor(X;GY )an. Let O(1) be an ample line bundle on X×Y . Using
(2.7) in the proof of Proposition 2.12, we conclude that [M ] has an inverse in 0Mor(X;GY )an
provided [M (j)] does for all j0. Additionally, we claim the exact sequence (2.5) shows
that [O(k)] has an inverse for all k¿ 0 provided [O(1)] has an inverse. To see this, observe
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that the case k=0 follows from the exact sequence
0→ O→ O(1)n+1 → E → 0;
formed by taking the dual of the surjection On+1  O(1) and then tensoring by O(1). For k¿ 2,
observe that for i¿ 1, the kernel of O(i)n+1  O(i+1) belongs to Mgl(X; Y ) since it is clearly
Lat over X and is a quotient of O(i − 1)(n+1)(n+2)=2, which is generated by its global sections.
Thus, for i¿ 1, the element [O(i + 1)] has an inverse provided [O(i)] does.
Given an M ∈Mgl(X; Y ), choose a surjection Oe  M with kernel N . If N is not generated
by global sections, twist by O(j) for j0 so that N (j) is generated by global sections. This
yields the exact sequence
0→ N (j)→ O(j)e → M (j)→ 0
of objects of Mgl(X; Y ). It follows that [M (j)] + [N (j)]= e[O(j)], and thus [M (j)] has an
inverse for j0 provided [O(1)] does. Hence, [M ] has an inverse provided [O(1)] does and
the result follows.
Remark 3.2. The hypotheses on O(1) in Proposition 3.1 are met when O(1) is the pullback of
OPn(1) via a locally closed embedding of X × Y into projective space Pn. Also, if X is aNne
and Y ,→ Pn is a projective embedding, then the hypothesis are met when O(1) is taken to be
the pullback of OPn(1) via the composition X × Y → Y → Pn.
The fact that it suNces to adjoin the additive inverse of [O(1)] to group complete the (discrete)
monoid 0Mor(X;GY )an motivates the construction described in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let X and Y be quasi-projective complex varieties; with Y projective. Suppose
O(1) is an ample line bundle on X×Y and p :OmX×Y  O(1) is a surjection. De;ne a continuous
map
 :Mor(X;GY )an → Mor(X;GY )an
by sending the quotient  :O∞X×Y  M to the quotient given as the composition of
O∞X×Y
<→OmX×Y ⊕ O∞X×Y  O(1)⊕M;
where <: O∞X×Y ∼= OmX×Y ⊕ O∞X×Y is the shift map de;ned by ei → (ei; 0); 16 i6m and ei →
(0; ei−m); m + 16 i; where e1; e2; : : : ; denote the standard basis elements. Then the mapping
telescope of the sequence of pointed maps
Mor(X;GY )an
→Mor(X;GY )an →· · · ; (3.1)
is a homotopy associative; homotopy commutative H -space.
In particular; taking Y =SpecC; the mapping telescope of
Mor(X;Grass)an →Mor(X;Grass)an →· · · ; (3.2)
is a homotopy associative; homotopy commutative H -space.
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Proof. Recall that the mapping telescope of a sequence of pointed maps of pointed spaces
U0
0→U1 1→U2 2→· · ·
is de2ned as(∐
n
Un ∧ [n; n+ 1]+
)/
∼;
where [n; n + 1] is the evident closed interval and the equivalence relation ∼ is given by
(u; n+ 1) ∼ (n(u); n+ 1). We write the telescope of such a sequence as Tel(Un; n). We use
the following basic facts about mapping telescopes:
(1) Given two sequences (Un; n), (Vn; n) and maps fn :Un → Vn such that for each n¿ 0 the
evident square commutes up to a homotopy hn (i.e., n ◦ fn and fn+1 ◦ n are homotopic
via a pointed homotopy hn :Un∧ [0; 1]+ → Vn+1), there exists an induced map on telescopes
f∞ de2ned by
f∞(x; t)=
{
(fn(x); 2t − n)∈Vn × [n; n+ 1] if t ∈ [n; n+ 12];
(hn(x; 2t − 2n− 1); n+ 1)∈Vn+1 × {n+ 1} if t ∈ [n+ 12 ; n+ 1];
for (x; t)∈Un × [n; n + 1]. Moreover, the map f∞ is independent up-to-homotopy of the
choice of the hn’s.
(2) Given a pair of sequences of maps fn; gn :Un → Vn, n¿ 0, each causing the evident squares
to commute up to homotopy, if fn; gn are (pointed) homotopic for all n, then f∞; g∞ are
also (pointed) homotopic.
Recall we obtain equivalent H -space structures on Mor(X;GY )an for any two choices of an
element of I(2)an. For this proof, we consider Mor(X;GY )an as an H -space whose product
map 3 is de2ned by choosing the element  : (C∞)×2 → C∞ of I(2)an which is the inverse of
the isomorphism which interleaves in groups of m—that is,  is the inverse of the map sending
the sequence e1; e2; : : : ; to
(e1; 0); : : : ; (em; 0); (0; em+1); : : : ; (0; e2m); (e2m+1; 0); : : : :
Let G denote the mapping telescope of the sequence (3.1). Here the nth member of the sequence
(3.1), which we write simply as Gn, is a pointed space with base point gn given by n(O∞X×Y 
0). (Explicitly, the point gn ∈Gn is the quotient O∞X×Y  O⊕nmX×Y  O(1)⊕n given by taking the
direct sum of n copies of p.) The gn’s determine a base point of G, which we write as g.
Observe that G×G is naturally homotopy equivalent to the mapping telescope of the sequence
(Gn ×Gn; × ) via the map induced by the two maps of sequences
(Gn ×Gn; × )→ (Gn; )
given by the canonical projections. Moreover, we have the natural homotopy equivalence
G
∼→Tel(G2n;  ◦ )
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induced by the map of sequences
(Gn; )
◦n→(G2n;  ◦ ):
Thus, to give a homotopy class of maps
3+ :G× G→ G;
it suNces to construct a map of sequences (Gn×Gn; ×)→ (G2n; ◦) causing the appropriate
squares to commute up to homotopy. In fact, we let these maps be given by the product pairing
3 :Gn ×Gn → G2n
which are pointed and cause the needed squares to commute strictly.
We must show that 3+ makes G into a homotopy associative, homotopy commutative H -space.
To show the base point g of G behaves as a right identity up to homotopy, it suNces to show
that the two maps
Tel(Gn; )→ Tel(G2n;  ◦ )
induced by Gn
3(−;gn)−→ G2n and Gn
◦n→G2n, n¿ 0, are homotopic. For this, it suNces to show 3(−; gn)
and ◦n are homotopic (via a base-point preserving homotopy) for each 2xed n. Observe that
3(−; gn) and ◦n send a quotient O∞X×Y  M to a quotient having the form O∞X×Y  O(1)⊕n⊕M ,
and these two quotients diPer by precomposition with a surjective map O∞X×Y  O
∞
X×Y induced
by a certain in2nite-by-in2nite matrix B with complex entries. Speci2cally, B has the form
Pn ⊕ J , where Pn is a block permutation matrix of size 2nm-by-2nm consisting of blocks Im
(the m-by-m identity matrix) and 0m (the m-by-m zero matrix), and J is the in2nite matrix

1 0 0 0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 · · ·
...
...
. . .

 :
One may readily verify that the matrix 9I∞+(1−9)B de2nes a surjective map for any complex
number 9 except 12 . Thus, letting 9 denote a path from 0 to 1 in the complex plane which
avoids 12 , the map
(O∞X×Y  M) → (O∞X×Y
9I∞+(1−9)B−→ O∞X×Y  M)
de2nes a homotopy joining the two maps n; 3(gn;−) :Gn → G2n. Further, since Pn is a block
permutation matrix with blocks of size m and the base-point of Gn is de2ned via the direct sum
of n copies of OmX×Y  O(1), this homotopy is readily veri2ed to be base-point preserving.
The same argument, with a slightly diPerent choices for Pn and J , shows g is also a left
identity on G up to homotopy.
To show 3+ is a homotopy associative pairing, observe that G×3 is naturally homotopy
equivalent to Tel(G×3n ; ×3) and that the two relevant pairings G×3 → G are induced by the two
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maps of sequences
3(3(−;−);−); 3(−; 3(−;−)) : (G×3n ; ×3)→ (G3n; ◦3):
It suNces to show the above maps are (pointed) homotopic for each 2xed n. One of these maps
can be obtained from the other by precomposing with an in2nite-by-in2nite block permutation
matrix B formed from copies of Im and 0m. The map sending O∞X×Y  M to
O∞X×Y
9I∞+(1−9)B−→ O∞X×Y  M
de2nes a base point preserving homotopy, where 9 is a path in the complex plane from 0 to 1
avoiding 12 .
Similarly, to show 3+ is homotopy commutative, one may readily verify that it suNces to
show the maps
3; 3 ◦ A :G×2n → G2n;
where A is the endomorphism of G×2n which interchanges the two components, are (pointed)
homotopic. Once again, these two maps diPer by precomposition with an appropriate in2nite-by-
in2nite block permutation matrix B consisting of copies of Im and 0m, and the path of matrices
9I∞ + (1− 9)B determines the required base-point preserving homotopy.
Theorem 3.4. Let X and Y be quasi-projective complex varieties with Y projective. Fix an
ample line bundle O(1) on X × Y and a surjection p :OmX×Y  O(1). Then there are natural
homotopy equivalences of H -spaces:
Telescope(Mor(X;GY )an
→Mor(X;GY )an →· · ·) ∼→GsemiY (X );
Telescope(Mor(X;Grass)an →Mor(X;Grass)an →· · ·) ∼→Ksemi(X );
where  is made explicit in Proposition 3:3.
Proof. Observe that the second weak-equivalence is a special case of the 2rst.
The result follows from [5, 1:2], once we know that the natural map
Mor(X;GY )an → Telescope(Mor(X;GY )an →Mor(X;GY )an →· · ·) (3.3)
is a homotopy-theoretic group completion. This map is clearly a map of H -spaces, and the
target is a group-like H -space since it is homotopy associative and homotopy commutative by
Proposition 3.3 and its 0 monoid is actually an abelian group by Proposition 3.1. Moreover,
Proposition 3.1 also shows that the map on 0 induced by (3.3) gives the group completion of
the abelian monoid 0Mor(X;GY )an. The map on homology with coeNcients in any commu-
tative ring A induced by (3.3) is given by inverting the action of [O(1)]∈0(Mor(X;GY )an),
since homology commutes with directed colimits.
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We make Theorem 3.4 more explicit by providing a simpler description of Ksemi(X ), which
involves only (limits of) 2nite Grassmannians.
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a quasi-projective complex variety; O(1) an ample line bundle; and
OmX  O(1) a surjective map. Then K
semi(X ) is homotopy equivalent to the mapping telescope
(in the category of spaces without base point)
Mor(X;Z)an × Telescope(Mor(X;Grass0(P0))an 0→Mor(X;Grass1(Pm+1))an 0→· · ·
0→Mor(X;Grassj(Pj(m+1)))an 0→· · ·);
where the transition map 0 sends Oe(m+1)+1X  E to the composition of
O
(e+1)(m+1)+1
X
∼= OmX ⊕ Oe(m+1)+1X ⊕ OX  OmX ⊕ Oe(m+1)+1X  O(1)⊕ E:
In particular, for i¿ 0; we have
K semii (X ) ∼= limj∈NiMor(X;Grassj(P
j(m+1)))an;
where the maps of the limit are induced by 0.
Proof. We may assume X is connected, so that Mor(X;Z)an =Z.
Write Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞)); ) for the mapping telescope of the (unpointed) maps
Mor(X;Grass0(P∞))
→Mor(X;Grass1(P∞)) →· · · :
For each n¿ 0, the collection of maps
Mor(X;Grassi(P∞))an
◦n→Mor(X;Grassn+i(P∞))an
determines a map on telescopes
Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞))an; )
◦n→Tel(Mor(X;Grass)an; ):
These maps determine the map
Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞))an; )×N→ Tel(Mor(X;Grass)an; );
de2ned to be the map ◦n on Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞)); ) × {n}. By Theorem 3.4 the induced
map on homotopy theoretic group completions
Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞))an; )× Z→ Tel(Mor(X;Grass)an; )
is evidently a homology equivalence of group-like H -spaces and thus a homotopy equivalence.
Observe now that we have
Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞))an; ) ∼= Tel

lim−→
N
Mor(X;Grassi(PN ))an; 

 :
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Further, if we also write  for the map
Mor(X;Grassi(PN ))an →Mor(X;Grassi+1(PN+m))an
which sends ON+1X  E to O
m+N+1
X
∼= OmX ⊕ ON+1X  O(1) ⊕ E, then  commutes with the
transition maps in the direct system. Since these transition maps are in fact co2brations, we
may replace the direct limit with a homotopy direct limit to obtain a homotopy equivalence
Tel(Mor(X;Grassi(P∞))an; ) ∼ hocolimMor(X;Grassi(PN ))an;
where the directed system on the right is indexed by N × N. The telescope appearing in the
statement of this corollary is formed from a “diagonal” co2nal subsystem of this direct system,
and thus the result follows.
4. Compacta mapping to function complexes
In this section, we develop a technique for describing the homotopy groups of Ksemi(X ) and
GsemiY (X ) when X and Y are both projective complex varieties. The key advantage the projective
hypothesis adds is that the spaces Mor(X;Grass)an and Mor(X;GY )an, when X is projective,
have the structures of inductive limits of algebraic varieties. The technique we develop is then
used to prove “Poincar8e duality” relating Ksemi and Gsemi.
Lemma 4.1. For X and Y projective complex varieties, the set Mor(X; Y ) may be identi;ed
with the complex points of an in;nite disjoint union of quasi-projective varieties (indexed by
the degrees of each connected component of X × Y with respect to some projective embed-
ding) which we write as Mor(X; Y ). Moreover, for any complex variety S, we have a natural
isomorphism
Mor(S;Mor(X; Y )) ∼= Mor(S × X; Y );
and thus the space Mor(X; Y )an is the analytic realization of Mor(X; Y ).
Proof. We may assume X and Y are connected. The proof of [18, 2.2] shows that the collection
of ePective cycles on X ×Y of degree d which have dimension 0 and degree 1 over every point
of X form a locally closed subvariety of the Chow variety C∗;d(X × Y ). We de2ne Mor(X; Y )
to be the disjoint union over all d of these subvarieties. The proof of [18, 2.2] also shows
that Mor(X; Y ) represents the functor C → Mor(X × C; Y ) on the category (Sm=C)61. It now
follows from [18, 1.1] that there is a natural isomorphism
Mor(S;Mor(X; Y )) ∼= Mor(S × X; Y );
for all complex varieties S (using the fact that Mor(−;−) is an internal Hom-object for the
category of functors (Sm=C)61 → (sets)).
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Remark. If X and Y are projective complex varieties (possibly not weakly normal), then there
is an alternative to the space Mor(X; Y )an considered in this paper. Namely, the set Hom(X; Y )
of morphism of varieties has the structure of a disjoint union of schemes, given by taking an
appropriate locally closed subscheme of the Hilbert scheme of X × Y . Thus, we could replace
Mor(X; Y )an with analytic space associated to this disjoint union of schemes. However, this
construction does not generalize well to non-projective varieties, since Hom(X; Y ) no longer
has the structure of a disjoint union of varieties if X is not projective.
For topological spaces T and S, we write Maps(T; S) for the set of continuous maps from T
to S. The key technical result for this section is the following simple assertion.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that T is ;nite C.W. complex and that Y is a quasi-projective com-
plex variety. Let A@ T denote the category whose objects are continuous maps T → U an,
where U is an a<ne complex variety, and for which a morphism from  :T → U an to  :T →
V an is a morphism of varieties f :V → U such that fan ◦ = . Then we have natural
isomorphisms
Maps(T; Y an) ∼= lim−→
(T→Uan)∈A@ T
Mor(U; Y ) ∼= lim−→
A⊂C(T )
Mor(SpecA; Y );
where A ranges over the collection of ;nitely generated C-subalgebras of C(T ), the algebra
of continuous complex-valued functions on T.
Proof. Given a continuous map T → U an and a continuous algebraic map U → Y , we clearly
obtain a continuous map from T to Y an by composition. This de2nes a map
B : lim−→
(T→Uan) ∈A@ T
Mor(U; Y )→Maps(T; Y an):
We recall Jouanolou’s device [26], which constructs an aNne variety J together with a
morphism J → Y which is a torsor for some vector bundle of rank n over Y . In particular,
there is a 2nite Zariski open cover Y =
⋃
i Ui of Y such that the morphism J ×Y Ui → Ui is
isomorphic to An × Ui → Ui for each i. Thus, the associated continuous map J an → Y an is a
local 2bration and hence a 2bration by Hurewicz’s Theorem (cf. [42, p. 33]). Since J an → Y an
is a homotopy equivalence, any continuous map f :T → Y an lifts to a map T → J an, so that f
factors as T → J an → Y an. Thus, B is onto.
Suppose we are given continuous maps  :T → U an,  :T → V an and continuous algebraic
maps f :U → Y , g :V → Y such that fan ◦ = gan ◦ . Then there is an induced continuous
map
(; ) :T → U an ×Y an V an ∼= (U ×Y V )an:
Use Jouanolou’s device once again to construct a vector bundle torsor W → U ×Y V , with W
aNne. As before, the continuous map (; ) factors through W an → (U ×Y V )an. But then the
transition maps associated to the morphisms W → U and W → V in A@ T send (; f) and
(; g) to the same pair (T → W an; W → Y ). Thus, B is injective.
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The second isomorphism of the proposition results from the fact that the direct indexing
system {A ⊂ C(T )} forms a co2nal subsystem of A@ T by sending A ⊂ C(T ) to the continuous
map T → (SpecA)an. To see this, observe that given T → U an with U =SpecB aNne, one
obtains a natural ring map B → C(T ). Now take A to be the image of B in C(T ), so that the
continuous map T → U an factors as T → (SpecA)an → (SpecB)an.
Observe that Proposition 4.2 can be interpreted as saying that the pullback of the presheaf
Mor(−; Y ) de2ned on A@ (the category of aNne varieties) along the morphism of sites Top→
A@ (where Top is the category of topological spaces and the morphism of sites is given by
U → U an) is represented by the space Y an.
Corollary 4.3. Assume that X and Y are projective complex varieties. Then there are natural
isomorphisms
Maps(T;Mor(X; Y )an)∼= lim−→
(T→Uan)∈A@ T
Mor(U × X; Y )
∼= lim−→
A⊂C(T )
Mor(SpecA× X; Y ):
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, the space Mor(X; Y )an is the disjoint union
∐
d Mor
d(X; Y )an, where
Mor d(X; Y ) is the quasi-projective variety parameterizing continuous algebraic maps of multi-
degree d=(d1; : : : ; dn) (where we have chosen some closed embedding of X × Y in projective
space and the connected components of X ×Y are indexed from 1 to n). Observe that we may
assume T is connected. Thus, using Proposition 4.2 we obtain the isomorphisms
Maps(T;Mor(X; Y )an)∼=
∐
d
Maps(T;Mor d(X; Y )an)
∼=
∐
d
lim−→
T→Uan
Mor(U;Mor d(X; Y ))
∼= lim−→
T→Uan
∐
d
Mor(U;Mor d(X; Y ))
∼= lim−→
T→Uan
Mor(U;Mor(X; Y ))
∼= lim−→
T→Uan
Mor(U × X; Y ):
The other isomorphism follows as in the proof of Proposition 4.2.
We also require the following analogue of Corollary 4.3 in which we consider homotopy
classes of continuous maps from a C.W. complex T to the space Mor(X; Y )an. In general, for
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topological spaces T and S, we write [T; S] for the collection of homotopy classes of continuous
maps from T to S. Let hA@ T denote the indexing category in which an object is a homotopy
class of continuous maps from T to U an, where U is an aNne variety. The morphisms of hA@ T
are de2ned as in A@ T (so that hA@ T is a quotient category of A@ T ).
Proposition 4.4. Assume T is a ;nite C.W. complex and let X and Y be projective complex
varieties. Then we have a natural isomorphism
[T;Mor(X; Y )an] ∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X; Y )an:
Proof. Using Corollary 4.3, we see there is a natural surjection
p : Maps(T;Mor(X; Y )an) lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X; Y )an:
Suppose h∈Maps(T×I;Mor(X; Y )an) is represented by the pair ( :T×I → V an; g :V×X → Y )
(under the isomorphism of Corollary 4.3), and let hi be the restriction of h to T×{i}, for i=0; 1.
Then hi is represented by the pair (i :T ×{i} → V an; g :V ×X → Y ). Clearly, p sends h0 and
h1 to the same element since 0 is homotopic to 1. We thus obtain a surjection
q : [T;Mor(X; Y )an] lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X; Y )an:
Now suppose q sends two continuous maps 0; 1 :T →Mor(X; Y )an to the same element. Since
the indexing category A@ T is directed, we may assume i is represented by the pair ( :T →
U an; gi :U ×X → Y ), for i=0; 1—that is, we may assume the i’s are represented by the same
continuous map T → U an. Furthermore, since hA@ T is also directed, the fact that q(1)= q(2)
may be taken to mean g1 and g2 lie in the same component of the space Mor(U ×X; Y )an. But
then by [18, 2.7], there exists a smooth, connected aNne curve C with closed points c0; c1 and
a continuous algebraic map . :C × U × X → Y such that gi= .{ci}×U×X . Choose a continuous
path D : I → Can joining c0 to c1, and consider the map h :T × I →Mor(X; Y )an associated to
the pair (D×  : I × T → C ×U; . :C ×U × X → Y ). Clearly, h de2nes a homotopy from 0 to
1, and so q is injective.
The following result is essentially a special case of Proposition 4.4 obtained by taking
Y =Grass=
∐
m lim−→N
Grassm(PN ). However, some care is needed to deal with the direct limits
involved in the construction of Grass.
Proposition 4.5. For projective complex varieties X and Y and a ;nite C.W. complex T, we
have natural isomorphisms
[T;GsemiY (X )] ∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
Gsemi0 (X ×U; Y )
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and
[T;Ksemi(X )] ∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
K semi0 (X ×U ):
Proof. The second isomorphism is the special case of the 2rst obtained by setting Y =SpecC.
Fix p :OmX×Y  O(1) as in Proposition 3.3 and recall the construction of the map . From
the basic properties of the mapping telescope and Theorem 3.4, we have
[T;GsemiY (X )] ∼= lim−→
N
[T;Mor(X;GY )an];
where the transition maps are induced by the map . Recall that
Mor(X;GY )an = lim−→
r
Mor(X;GrY )
an;
where GrY is a disjoint union of algebraic varieties. We therefore have the natural isomorphism
Maps(T;Mor(X;GY )an) ∼= lim−→
r
Maps(T;Mor(X;GrY )
an)
by [39, 9.3]. Hence, by Proposition 4.4, we have
[T;Mor(X;GY )an]∼= lim−→
r
[T;Mor(X;GrY )
an]
∼= lim−→
r
lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X;GrY )an
∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X;GY )an:
Since U is aNne, we may form the group completion of 0Mor(U × X;GY )an by using the
transition maps  arising from the pullback of OmX×Y  O(1) to U × X × Y (see Remark 3.2).
By Propositions 2.12 and 3.1, we have a chain of natural isomorphisms
[T;GsemiY (X )]∼= lim−→
N
[T;Mor(X;GY )an]
∼= lim−→
N
lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X;GY )an
∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
lim−→
N
0Mor(U × X;GY )an
∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
Gsemi0 (U × X; Y );
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where lim−→N
refers to taking the limit of repeated applications of the transition map induced
by .
As an easy application of Proposition 4.5, we obtain an interesting interpretation of groups
Ksemiq for q¿ 0 in terms of K semi0 . This should be viewed as an analogue of the formula of
algebraic K-theory (which is valid for X smooth)
Kq(X ) ∼= K0(X × @1q+1)=K0(X );
where @1q+1 is de2ned to be Spec(k[x0; : : : ; xq+1]=(
∑
i xi−1;
∏
i xi)) (i.e., the “algebraic q-sphere”)
and by K0(X×@1q+1)=K0(X ) we mean the cokernel of the split injection K0(X ) ,→ K0(X×@1q+1)
induced by the projection map. Given quasi-projective complex varieties X and U , let K semi0 (X×
U )=K semi0 (X ) denote the cokernel of the natural split injection K
semi
0 (X ) ,→ K semi0 (X×U ) induced
by the projection map.
Corollary 4.6. Let Sq denote the topological q-sphere. For a projective complex variety X, we
have natural isomorphisms
K semiq (X ) ∼= lim−→
[Sq→Uan]∈hA@ Sq
K semi0 (X ×U )=K semi0 (X ):
Proof. Since Ksemi(X ) is a homotopy commutative group-like H -space, there is a short exact
sequence
0→ qKsemi(X )→ [Sq;Ksemi(X )]→ 0Ksemi(X )→ 0 (4.1)
of abelian groups, where the last map in this sequence is induced by restricting maps to the
base point of Sq. By Proposition 4.5, we have
[Sq;Ksemi(X )] ∼= lim−→
[Sq→U ]∈hA@ Sq
K semi0 (X ×U )
and the last map of (4.1) is induced by the map K semi0 (X ×U )→ K semi0 (X ) given by restricting
to the image of the base point of Sq in U . This map is clearly split by the map Ksemi(X ) ,→
Ksemi(X ×U ) induced by projection, from which the result follows.
For projective varieties X and Y , there is a natural map
Ksemi(Y × X )→ GsemiY (X )
of in2nite loop spaces. Indeed, this map is induced via homotopy-theoretic group completion
by the map of Ian-spaces Mor(X ×Y;Grass)→Mor(X;GY )an. The existence of this latter map
is seen by observing that there is an evident natural transformation of functors on (Sm=C)61.
Namely, given C ∈ (Sm=C)61, send a quotient OC×X×Y  E (where E is locally free on C ×
X × Y ) to the same quotient (but where E is regarded as being merely Lat over C × X ).
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Theorem 4.7. Let X and Y be projective complex varieties with Y smooth. For any ;nite
C.W. complex T, the natural map
[T;Ksemi(X × Y )]→ [T;GsemiY (X )]
is an isomorphism of abelian groups. Consequently, we have natural isomorphisms
K semiq (X × Y )
∼=→Gsemiq (X; Y );
for all q.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5, there are natural isomorphisms
[T;Ksemi(X × Y )] ∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
K semi0 (U × X × Y ) (4.2)
and
[T;GsemiY (X )] ∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
Gsemi0 (U × X; Y ): (4.3)
Further, the map [T;Ksemi(X×Y )]→ [T;GsemiY (X )] is compatible with the natural maps K semi0 (U×
X × Y )→ Gsemi0 (U ×X; Y ) of the direct limits in (4.2) and (4.3). Since for each U this map is
an isomorphism by Proposition 1.7, the desired result follows.
5. Projective bundle formula
In this section we establish the projective bundle formula for semi-topological K-theory. In
particular, this gives a computation of K semi∗ (P) whenever P is a product of projective spaces.
We start by introducing the beginnings of a multiplicative structure on Ksemi(X ). As in
Theorem 3.4 we consider maps  :Mor(X;Grass)an →Mor(X;Grass)an associated to taking the
direct sum with an ample line bundle. Since we shall have need to vary this line bundle, we
introduce the following notation. Let OmX  L be a quotient map to a given line bundle L and
de2ne
L :Mor(X;Grass)an →Mor(X;Grass)an
by sending O∞X  E to O
∞
X
∼= OmX ⊕ O∞X  L ⊕ E, where the isomorphism is the usual shift
of coordinates. (Note that L depends not only upon L by also the choice of quotient map
OmX  L.) Choose a possibly diPerent line bundle L
′ with a chosen quotient map OnX  L
′ and
de2ne
L′ :Mor(X;Grass)an →Mor(X;Grass)an
by sending O∞X  E to O
∞
X
∼= O∞X ⊗ OnX  E ⊗ L′. Here, the isomorphism is the inverse of the
isomorphism sending ei ⊗ fj to (ein+j), where e0; e1; : : : is a basis of O∞X and f0; : : : ; fn−1 is a
basis of OnX .
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Given two quotients OmX  L and O
n
X  L
′, let OnmX ∼= OmX ⊗ OnX  L ⊗ L′ be the evident
induced quotient, where the isomorphism here is the inverse of the map sending ei⊗fj to ein+j.
With these choices, the square
commutes. Iterating this procedure, we get a system of maps of spaces indexed by N×N:
(5.1)
We write the two-dimensional array (5.1) as {Mor(X;Grass)an; ; }.
Proposition 5.1. Let X be a projective complex variety and consider the two dimensional array
{Mor(X;Grass)an; ; } associated to quotients OmX  L and OnX  L′, and assume that L is a
very ample line bundle.
(1) The mapping telescope of any row of this array is naturally homotopy equivalent to
Ksemi(X ).
(2) The map between the mapping telescopes of any two consecutive rows of this array gives
a homotopy class of maps
F :Ksemi(X )→Ksemi(X );
such that for any ;nite C.W. complex T; the induced automorphism of
[T;Ksemi(X )] ∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@
K semi0 (U × X )
is multiplication by [pr∗X L
′] on K0(U × X ) for each ;xed [T → U an].
Proof. Observe that if L is a very ample line bundle and L′ is any line bundle generated by
its global sections, then L ⊗ L′ is very ample. This holds since L arises by pullback from a
closed immersion X ,→ Pj while L′ arises by pullback from a morphism X → Pk , and thus
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L⊗ L′ arises by pullback from the composition of closed immersions X ,→ Pj ×Pk ,→ Pjk+j+k ,
where the second map is the Segre embedding. Thus, the mapping telescope of any row of
{Mor(X;Grass)an; ; } is homotopy equivalent to Ksemi(X ) by Theorem 3.4.
To verify (2), 2x a 2nite C.W. complex T and an integer j and consider the natural isomor-
phisms
[T;Tel(Mor(X;Grass)an; L⊗L′⊗j)]∼= lim−→
N
[T;Mor(X;Grass)an];
∼= lim−→
N
lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
0Mor(U × X;Grass)an
∼= lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
K semi0 (U × X ):
The 2rst of these isomorphisms is a well known property of mapping telescopes, the second is
given by Proposition 4.4, and the last by Proposition 3.1. The map  from row j to row j+1
induces for each 2xed n∈N and [T → U an] the map 0Mor(U × X;Grass)an → 0Mor(U ×
X;Grass)an given by tensoring locally free OU×X -modules by the line bundle pr∗X L
′. Therefore,
the induced map from [T;Tel(Mor(X;Grass)an; L⊗L′⊗j)] to [T;Tel(Mor(X;Grass)an; L⊗L′⊗j+1)]
is the self map on lim−→ [T→U an]∈hA@ T
K semi0 (U × X ) given by sending ([T → U an]; [E]) to ([T →
U an]; [E ⊗ pr∗X L′]), which is an isomorphism.
We proceed to apply this in the special case in which X is of the form X =P(E), where Y
is a projective complex variety and E a vector bundle of rank n on Y . Here, P(E) is de2ned by
applying Proj(−) to the graded OY -algebra Sym E, the symmetric algebra on E. Let OmX  L be
any surjection with L a very ample line bundle on P(E). Choose a line bundle l on Y so that
E ⊗ l is generated by its global sections and choose a surjection OnX  OP(E⊗l) (1). Observe
that X ∼= P(E ⊗ l).
As mentioned in the introduction, a special case (namely, when X =SpecC and E is the
trivial rank two bundle on X ) of the following theorem follows from the work of Cohen et al.
[9]. Another special case (namely, when X is a smooth, projective variety and E is the trivial
rank two vector bundle on X ) has been proven by Rowland [37] in the context of holomorphic
K-theory.
Theorem 5.2. Let Y be a projective complex variety; E a rank n vector bundle on Y; and
 :P(E)→ Y the associated projective bundle over Y . De;ne F :Ksemi(P(E))→Ksemi(P(E))
to be the weak equivalence associated to the map between mapping telescopes of the ;rst two
rows of {Mor(P(E);Grass)an; ; }.
Then the maps F◦i ◦ ∗ :Ksemi(Y ) → Ksemi(P(E)) for i=0; : : : ; n − 1 induce a natural
homotopy class of weak equivalences∑
i
F◦i ◦ ∗ :Ksemi(Y )×n ∼→Ksemi(P(E));
where the sum refers to the H-space pairing of the target.
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Proof. It suNces to 2x a 2nite C.W. complex and show that the induced map
[T;Ksemi(Y )×n] ≡ [T;Ksemi(Y )]×n → [T;Ksemi(P(E))]
is an isomorphism. Proposition 5.1(2) implies that the map F◦i ◦ ∗ induces the map
lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
K semi0 (U × Y )→ lim−→
[T→Uan]∈hA@ T
K semi0 (U × P(E))
which for each 2xed [T → U an] is given by the map K semi0 (U ×Y )→ K semi0 (U ×P(E)) de2ned
by [E] → [∗E ⊗ pr∗OP(E)O(i)]. It therefore suNces to show that
K semi0 (U × Y )×n → K semi0 (U × P(E))
given by ([E0]; : : : ; [En−1]) →
∑
i [
∗Ei⊗pr∗OP(E)O(i)]) is an isomorphism for all quasi-projective
complex varieties U . For any smooth variety T with closed points t0; t1 the diagram
is easily seen to commute. The top two horizontal arrows are isomorphisms from the projec-
tive bundle formula for algebraic K0 [3, VI.1.1], and thus the bottom horizontal arrow is an
isomorphism as well.
Applying induction on the number k of factors, we immediately obtain the following explicit
calculation.
Corollary 5.3. For any projective complex variety X; there is a natural homotopy equivalence
Ksemi(Pn1 × · · · × Pnk × X ) ∼=Ksemi(X )×n;
where n=
∏
i (ni + 1).
In particular; for any j¿ 0
K semi2j (Pn1 × · · · × Pnk)=Zn; K semi2j+1(Pn1 × · · · × Pnk)=0:
With the aid of Corollary 3.5, we can restate Corollary 5.3 in terms of spaces of morphisms
between projective varieties.
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Corollary 5.4. Let X be a projective complex variety. If OX (1) is an ample line bundle on X
and OmX  OX (1) is a chosen surjection; then there is a natural isomorphism
lim−→
j∈N
iMor(Pn1 × · · · × Pnk × X;Grassj(Pj(m+2)))an
∼=

 lim−→
j∈N
iMor(X;Grassj(Pj(m+2)))an


×n
;
where n=
∏
i (ni + 1) and the transition maps are de;ned as in Corollary 3:5.
6. Total Segre class
In this section, we place Ksemi in a commutative diagram (namely, (6:7)) of in2nite loop
spaces involving K-theories and cohomology theories. The existence of such a diagram was
suggested in [12]. An equivalent version of the right-hand portion of diagram (6:7) is considered
in [31]. Since the initial draft of this paper was completed, Cohen and Lima-Filho have de2ned
and studied the total Chern class map from holomorphic K-theory to morphic cohomology in
[8]. They also assert that this total Chern class map is a rational equivalence.
In the proposition below, we introduce the Segre map, which we write as cycN;k . We remind
the reader that, in general, the total Segre class Seg∗(E) of a vector bundle E in a cohomology
theory satis2es
Seg∗(E)= c∗(−E)= (c∗(E))−1;
where c∗ denotes the total Chern class. Constructions and results similar to those discussed in
this section have also been studied in [4,29,31]. In particular, a variant of Proposition 6.1 has
been proven in [4].
Proposition 6.1. For any N ¿k¿ 0 de;ne the morphism of projective complex varieties
cycN;k : Grassk(PN )→ Ck−1;1(PN )
to be the map which is de;ned (in terms of the functors they represent) by sending a quotient
ON+1X  E; for some variety X; to the cycle P(E) ⊂ P(ON+1X ) on X × PN which is equidi-
mensional of relative dimension k − 1 over X . Then the maps cycN;k determine a natural
transformation of functors on smooth C-schemes
cyc : Mor(−;Grass)→Mor(−;Chow)
by taking the direct limit indexed by N and the disjoint union indexed by k. This natural
transformation commutes with the action of Ian discussed in Section 2; in the sense that for
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each n¿ 0 we have commutative squares of functors.
(6.1)
Proof. As de2ned, the cycN;k stabilize with respect to N for each k and thereby determine the
functor cyc : Mor(−;Grass)→Mor(−;Chow).
The veri2cation that cyc commutes with the action of Ian is a straightforward application
of the observation that the projective bundle P(E ⊕ E′) associated to the (external) direct sum
ON+1X ⊕ ON+1X → E ⊕ E′ is the (external) 2brewise join P(E)#XP(E′) ⊂ P2N+1 × X .
Let X be a quasi-projective complex variety. For any r¿ − 1, we introduce the notation
Zr(X;P∞) to denote the naive group completion of the topological abelian monoid
Mor(X;Cr(P∞))an. We recall that the natural map
Mor(X;Cr(P∞))an →Zr(X;P∞)
is a homotopy-theoretic group completion (cf. [13]) whenever X is weakly normal.
Observe that the additive map (of schemes)
deg :Cr(P∞) =
∐
d¿0
lim−→
N
Cr;d(PN )→ N;
sending Cr;d(PN ) to d extends to a continuous map
deg :Zr(X;P∞)→ Z;
whenever X is connected. In the corollary below, we consider the subspace
Zr(X;P∞)1 ≡ deg−1(1) ⊂Zr(X;P∞):
Corollary 6.2. For a quasi-projective complex variety X; the map cyc of Proposition 6:1
determines maps of Ian-spaces
Mor(X;Grass)an →Mor(X;Chow)an →
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞):
Moreover; if X is connected; then the composition of these maps factors as a composition of
Ian-spaces
Mor(X;Grass)an →
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1 →
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞):
We also write cyc for the map Mor(X;Grass)an →∐r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1.
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Proof. The fact that cyc de2nes a map of Ian-spaces follows from the observation made in
Proposition 2.6 that the natural transformations of functors given in Proposition 6.1 and 2tting
in the commutative squares (6:1) induce continuous maps on associated analytic spaces. The
factorization follows from the observation that for any quotient O∞X  O
N+1
X  E the cycle
P(E) ⊂ PN × X is 2brewise linear.
We next formulate two lemmas which will enable us to “identify” the space
∐
r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1
with its H -space structure given by the I(2)an-pairing
I(2)an ×
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
)×2
→
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1:
We recall from [15] the notation
Zj(X ) ≡Z0(X;Pj)=Z0(X;Pj−1); j¿ 1
for the quotient topological abelian group associated to the map Z0(X;Pj−1) ,→ Z0(X;Pj)
induced by inclusion Pj−1 ,→ Pj into the 2rst j homogeneous coordinates. For j=0, we may
identify
∐
d Mor(X;C0;d(P0))an with the free abelian monoid on 0(X ) and Z0(X ) denotes the
group completion of this monoid.
In the following lemma, we give an alternative description of the spaces Zr(X;P∞).
Lemma 6.3. Let X be a quasi-projective complex variety. For each r¿ 0; there is a natural
homotopy equivalence given by algebraic suspension
*r :Z0(X;P∞)
∼→Zr(X;P∞): (6.2)
Moreover; there is a natural homotopy equivalence
Z0(X;P∞)
∼→ lim−→
N
N∏
j=0
Zj(X ): (6.3)
If X is connected; the map (6:2) restricts to give a natural homotopy equivalence
*r :Z0(X;P∞)1
∼→Zr(X;P∞)1
and the map (6:3) restricts to a homotopy equivalence
Z0(X;P∞)1
∼→{1} × lim−→
N
N∏
j=1
Zj(X ):
Finally; for any X the space Z−1(X;P∞) is the discrete free abelian group on 0(X ); so that
if X is connected then Z−1(X;P∞)1 consists of a single point.
Proof. The fact that algebraic suspension is a weak equivalence is veri2ed in [15, 3.3] and the
fact that the spaces involved have the homotopy type of C.W. complexes is proved in [13]. The
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splitting (6.3) is veri2ed in [15, 2.10]. The weak equivalences of (6.2) are easily seen to be
compatible with the degree maps, which gives the third formula. For X connected, the degree
map deg :Z0(X;P∞)→ Z is easily seen to correspond to the map lim−→N
∏N
j=0Z
j(X )→ Z given
by projection to Z0(X ) ∼= Z under the weak equivalence of (6.3), and thus the fourth formula
holds. The last assertion is evident.
The following lemma identi2es 0(
∐
r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1).
Lemma 6.4. Let X be a connected quasi-projective complex variety. Then as an abelian
monoid with additive structure given by the action of I(2)an;
0
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
)
⊂ N× 0(Z0(X;P∞)1) ∼= N×
⊕
j¿1
0(Zj(X ))
consists of pairs (m; 6) such that 6=0 if m=0; where addition is de;ned by (m; [6]) +
(m′; [6′])= (m+m′; [6#X 6′]). Here; 6#X 6′ is the cup product pairing of [15, Section 6] induced
by ;brewise join.
Furthermore; if X is also smooth; then
pr2
(
0
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
))
∼= 0(Z0(X;P∞)1) ∼=
⊕
j¿1
0(Zj(X )) ∼= {1} × A¿1(X )
is an abelian group whose additive structure is given by intersection of cycles. (Here; A¿1(X )
is de;ned to be
⊕
j¿1 A
j(X ); where Aj(X ) is the group of codimension j cycles on X modulo
algebraic equivalence.)
Proof. The 2rst statement follows from the identi2cation of Zr−1(X;P∞)1 given in Lemma
6.3 plus the observation that the H -space structure given by the I(2)an pairing is de2ned by
2brewise join of cycles. Here, we are describing the pairing after applying *−r+1, a chosen
homotopy inverse of *r−1, to Zr−1(X;P∞)1, and thus we have implicitly used the fact that the
2brewise join pairing commutes up to homotopy with 2brewise suspension.
For X smooth of dimension D, the duality theorem of [13] implies the existence of a homo-
topy equivalence
Zj(X ) ∼→ZD−j(X ); j6D;
where ZD−j(X ) denotes the naive group completion of
∐
d¿0 CD−j;d(X )
an whose group of
connected components is Aj(X ) ≡ AD−j(X ) by [11]. For j¿D, [11] once again implies
Zj(X ) ∼=Z0(X ×AD−j) ≡Z0(X × PD−j)=Z0(X × PD−j−1);
whose group of connected components is trivial. The 2nal assertion follows from [18, 3.5].
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The preceding lemmas permit us to determine the homotopy theoretic group completion of∐
r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1. We require X to be smooth in order to guarantee that the direct sum
⊕j¿1 0(Zj(X )) is 2nite.
Proposition 6.5. If X is a smooth; connected quasi-projective complex variety; then the
homotopy theoretic group completion
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1 → 5∞
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
)
agrees up to homotopy with the map
0 :
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1 → Z×Z0(X;P∞)1
which restricts to the homotopy equivalence
0|Zr−1(X;P∞)1 =*−r+1 :Zr−1(X;P∞)1 ∼→{r} ×Z0(X;P∞)1
for each r¿ 1 (and which restricts to the evident constant map when r=0). (Here; *−n; n¿ 0;
refers to some chosen homotopy inverse of the homotopy equivalence *n:)
Consequently; there is a natural isomorphism
j
(
5∞
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
))
∼=
⊕
q¿0
LqH2q−j(X )
for any j¿ 0; where LqH2q−j(X ) denotes the morphic cohomology of X as introduced in [15]
and formulated in [13].
Proof. The description of 0(
∐
r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1) given in Lemma 6.4 shows that to group
complete this monoid we merely need to invert the element
(1; 1× [X ])∈0
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
)
⊂ N× ({1} × A¿1(X )):
Let ∈Z0(X;P∞) correspond to the ePective cycle X × {[1 : 0 : : : : ]} ⊂ X × P∞, and observe
that the class of  in 0(
∐
r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1) corresponds to (1; [X ]) under the isomorphism of
Lemma 6.4. The H -space structure of
∐
r¿0Zr−1(X;P∞)1 determined by the interleaving map
(2:4) de2nes the map
r :Zr−1(X;P∞)1 →Zr(X;P∞)1
given by addition by . In fact, we readily verify that r is homotopic to the suspension map
*. Taking the disjoint union of the r , we obtain the map
 :
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1 →
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1:
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The same argument as that given in the proof of Theorem 3.4 establishes that the mapping
telescope
Tel
(∐
r
Zr−1(X;P∞)1; 
)
gives the homotopy-theoretic group completion of
∐
rZr−1(X;P∞)1.
Observe that the square
commutes up to homotopy, where  is the shift map, sending {i} ×Z0(X;P∞)1 identically to
{i + 1} ×Z0(X;P∞)1. Thus, there is an induced map on telescopes
Tel
(∐
r
Zr−1(X;P∞)1; 
)
→ Tel(Z×Z0(X;P∞)1; ) ∼= Z×Z0(X;P∞)1
which is a homology equivalence of homotopy commutative group-like H -spaces, and hence a
homotopy equivalence.
Since LqH 2q−j(X ) is de2ned to be j(Zq(X )), the second statement follows immediately
from the splitting Z0(X;P∞) ∼= lim−→N
∏N
q=0Z
q(X ).
The following is a generalization (in the case of smooth varieties) to K semi∗ (−) of a Whitney
sum formula for K semi0 (−) established in [18, 5.4].
Proposition 6.6. For a smooth; connected quasi-projective complex variety X; de;ne the “total
Segre class map”; Seg; to be the map
Seg :Ksemi(X )→ 5∞
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
)
∼= Z×

{1} × lim−→
N
N∏
j=1
Zj(X )


induced by the map of Corollary 6:2. Write∑
q
Segq :K semij (X )→
⊕
q
LqH2q−j(X )
for the induced map on homotopy groups; using the decomposition of the target given in
Proposition 6:5. Then the Whitney sum formula
Segn(+ )=
∑
i+j=n
Segi()#Segj();
where # is the pairing of [18, 3.2]; holds for all ; ∈K semij (X ).
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Proof. It follows from [18, 5.3] that the H -space structure on
5∞
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X;P∞)1
)
∼= Z×

{1} × lim−→
N
N∏
j=1
Zj(X )


which is given by linear join of cycles, is a graded operation. That is, using the fact that this
space is equivalent to the direct sum of topological abelian groups Z⊕⊕∞j=1Zj(X ), the H -space
product map restricts to the bilinear pairing
# :Zj(X )×Zk(X )→Zj+k(X )
given in [18, 3.2]. (Here, we identify Z0(X ) with Z.) Since Seg is a map of H -spaces, the
result follows immediately.
We now repeat the above construction replacing the space of continuous algebraic maps by
the space of continuous maps of associated analytic spaces. Observe that for any r; Cr(P∞)an ≡
lim−→N
∐
d Cr;d(PN )an is a topological abelian monoid under addition of cycles. We let Zr(PN )an
stand for the homotopy-theoretic group completion of this abelian monoid—i.e., we set
Zr(PN )an ≡ 5BCr(P∞)an. Additionally, for a complex variety X , we let Zr(X an;P∞) de-
note the mapping space Maps(X an;Zr(P∞)an), where in general Maps refers to the internal
Hom-object for the category of compactly generated spaces—i.e., Maps(S; T ) is the com-
pactly generated space associated to the space of continuous maps from S to T endowed
with the compact-open topology (cf. [39]). Equivalently, we could de2ne Zr(X an;P∞) as
5B(lim−→N
Maps(X an; Cr(PN )an)).
As above, we have a continuous degree map deg :Zr(X an;P∞) → Z provided that X is
connected, and we set
Zr(X an;P∞)1 ≡ deg−1(1) ⊂Zr(X an;P∞):
The evident analogue of the pairing of Proposition 2.6 gives a continuous pairing
I(n)an ×
(∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X an;P∞)1
)×n
→
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X an;P∞)1;
making
∐
rZr(X
an;P∞)1 into an Ian-space.
The following proposition is a restatement of the main result of [4]. Our discussion of this
result diPers from that in [4] in part because we have emphasized the somewhat surprising
fact that the degree 1 part of the Ian-space
∐
rZr−1(X
an;P∞)1 nearly coincides with its
homotopy-theoretic group completion, whereas [4] emphasizes the observation that Grassan →
Chowan induces a map of in2nite loop spaces. Another diPerence is that we do not consider
spaces of the form lim−→N;r
Cr;d(PN ) for each d¿ 0.
The reader should observe that the construction of [30] leading to that of [4] sends a linear
subspace V of codimension n in CN+1 to the associated codimension n cycle Proj(Sym V ∗) ⊂
Proj(SymCN+1)=PN . On the other hand, our map cyc sends such a linear subspace V to the
(n − 1)-dimensional subspace Proj(Sym(CN+1=V )) ⊂ PN . Thus, while [30] realizes the total
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Chern class of a vector bundle E ⊂ ON+1X , we are realizing the total Chern class of ON+1X =E
which is the total Segre class of E.
Let bu(T ) denote the connective topological K-theory spectrum of a space T . We de2ne
K(Z; 2∗)(X an) to be the 5-spectrum de2ned by the Ian-space ∐rZr−1(X an;P∞)1. (The choice
of notation is justi2ed by the proposition.)
Proposition 6.7 (cf. Boyer et al. [4]). For any connected quasi-projective complex variety X;
the maps cycN;k of Proposition 6:1 determines a map of I
an-spaces
cyc :Maps(X an;Grassan)→
∐
r¿0
Zr−1(X an;P∞)1;
and consequently a map of 5-spectra
Seg : bu(X an)→ K(Z; 2∗)(X an): (6.4)
Moreover; the zeroth space of K(Z; 2∗)(X an) is homotopy equivalent to
Maps

X an;∏
q¿0
K(Z; 2q)

 ;
and the map on homotopy groups associated to (6:4) is the total Segre class map
Seg :K−jtop (X
an)→
⊕
q¿0
H2q−j(X an;Z); j¿ 0:
Proof. The existence of the map cyc follows from Proposition 6.1 exactly as does the corre-
sponding statement in Corollary 6.2. The identi2cation of the 5-spectrum associated to
Maps(X an;Grassan) with bu(X an) is given in [34, I.1] (since we may equivalently form this
5-spectrum using the linear isometries operad).
To identify the zeroth space of K(Z; 2∗)(X an), we observe that an argument parallel to the
proof of Proposition 6.5 shows that the homotopy theoretic group completion of∐
r¿0Zr−1(X
an;P∞)1 is given by
Z×Z0(X an;P∞)1:
We next observe that Z0(PN )an 
∏N
q=0 K(Z; 2q) by the Lawson suspension theorem [28],
so that
Z0(X an;P∞)1 ≡Maps(X an;Z0(P∞))1 ∼=Maps

X an; ∞∏
q=1
K(Z; 2q)

 :
The veri2cation that the resulting map on homotopy groups gives the total Segre class is
essentially done in [30].
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For varieties X and Y , we write Hom(X; Y ) for the set of morphisms of varieties, and we
let Hom(X × 1•; Y ) denote the simplicial set n → Hom(X × 1n; Y ). If Y =
Grass=
∐
n lim−→M
Grassm(PM ) (or any inductive limit of varieties), we de2ne Hom(X; Y ) and
Hom(X × 1•; Y ) by the evident direct limits.
Proposition 6.8 (cf. Grayson and Walker [24, 3.3]). For any quasi-projective variety X over
a ;eld k; the 5-spectrum associated to the |I(1•)|-space |Hom(X × 1•;Grass)| is equivalent
to the K-theory spectrum K(X × 1•); de;ned as the geometric realization of the simplicial
spectrum n →K(X × 1n).
Proof. This is basically a special case of Theorem 3:3 of [24], but in that paper Segal’s notion
of a J-space [38] is used to exhibit an in2nite loop space structure on |Hom(X ×1•;Grass)| in
lieu of the |I(1•)|-space technique employed here. We show how the results of [35] establish
that these two potentially diPerent in2nite loop space structures are in fact equivalent.
In [24], the J-space |Hom(X × 1•;Grass(n))|; n¿ 0, is introduced, where Grass(n) is the
ind-scheme parameterizing n-tuples of quotients of k∞ which are in general position. Let us
write Y (n) for the space |Hom(X × 1•;Grass(n))|, observing that Y ≡ Y (1) is precisely the
|I(1•)|-space considered in this paper. In the language of [35], the collection Y (n); n¿ 0, is
an F-space, where F is a (in fact, the canonical) “category of operators” (cf. [35, 1.2]). (Note
that the category F is written as Jop in [24].)
Let Iˆ denote the category of operators associated to the operad |I(1•)| (cf. [35, 4.1])
and observe there is a natural map Iˆ→F of categories of operators. Thus, we may view the
collection Y (n); n¿ 0, as an Iˆ-space as well. Since Y is an |I(1•)|-space (in our terminology),
the collection Y×n; n¿ 0, is an Iˆ-space by [35, 4.2]. Moreover, the natural inclusion maps
Y (n) ∼→Y×n
are homotopy equivalences of spaces, for all n, by [24, 2.2]. These equivalences are clearly
compatible with the actions of Iˆ, and thus give an equivalence of Iˆ-spaces and hence an
equivalence of the associated in2nite loop spaces.
The in2nite loop space associated to the Iˆ-space Y (n), n¿ 0, is equivalent to the in2nite loop
space constructed in [24] by [35, 2.5], while the in2nite loop space associated to the Iˆ-space
Y×n; n¿ 0, is equivalent to the in2nite loop space considered in this paper by [35, 6.4].
Homotopy invariance of algebraic K-theory for smooth k-schemes implies that the natural
map
Kq(X )→ qK(X × 1•)
is an isomorphism for all q whenever X is smooth.
We let
Zr(X × 1•) ≡ n →

lim−→
N
∐
d
Mor(X × 1n; Cr;d(PN ))


+
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denote the simplicial abelian group de2ned as the (level-wise) group completion of the simplicial
monoid n → lim−→N
∐
dMor(X × 1n; Cr;d(PN )). Once again, we have a well-de2ned degree map
deg :Zr(X × 1•) → Z whenever X is connected, and we write Zr(X × 1•)1 for the pre-image
of {1}.
In view of Proposition 6.8, we can repeat the constructions of Corollary 6.2 and Proposition
6.7 in the context of algebraic K-theory and motivic cohomology.
Proposition 6.9. For any connected quasi-projective variety X over a ;eld k; the maps cycN;l
of Proposition 6:1 determines a map of |I(1•)|-spaces
cyc : |Hom(X × 1•;Grass)| →
∐
r¿0
|Zr(X × 1•)1|: (6.5)
Furthermore; if k has characteristic 0 and X is smooth; then the homotopy groups of
5∞
∐
r¿0 |Zr−1(X × 1•)1| are the motivic cohomology groups of X .
Proof. Observe that for arbitrary varieties X and Y , there is a natural map Hom(X; Y ) →
Mor(X; Y ), and thus a natural map Hom(X × 1•;Grass) → Mor(X × 1•;Grass) of simplicial
sets. De2ne a map Mor(X × 1•;Grass) → ∐r Zr−1(X × 1•;P∞)1 in the same manner as the
corresponding maps of Corollary 6.2 and Proposition 6.7. The map cyc of (6:5) is de2ned as
the evident composition.
In the terminology of [17], the second statement is the assertion that, for X smooth of
characteristic 0, the naive motivic cohomology of X equals the motivic cohomology of X [17,
8.1].
Remark 6.10. In light of Proposition 6.7, we feel justi2ed in referring to the maps Seg on
spectra induced by the maps cyc of Corollary 6.2 and Proposition 6.9 as “the total Segre class
maps”. Especially in the context of Proposition 6.9, however, it seems likely that the axiomatic
approach of [23] leads to a de2nition of Chern class maps (and hence Segre class maps) from
algebraic K-theory to motivic cohomology. Once such an axiomatic approach is completed, one
should then compare the resulting Segre classes with those associated to the map Seg induced
by the map cyc of Proposition 6.9.
We now proceed to summarize the formal relationships between algebraic, semi-topological,
and topological K-theory and their corresponding cohomology theories in a “double square”.
The existence of such a diagram was sketched in [12], even before the de2nition of Ksemi(X )
was formalized.
To formulate the statement of the theorem, it is convenient to establish equivalent simplicial
versions of each of the theories we have discussed so far. Namely, let SingZr(X;P∞)1 de-
note the level-wise group completion of the simplicial abelian monoid SingMor(X;Cr(P∞))an:
Similarly, de2ne SingZr(X an;P∞) to be the level-wise group completion of SingMaps(X an;
Cr(P∞)an). (Note that we have abused notation slightly: Sing T denotes the simplicial set as-
sociated to a space T , but SingZr(X;P∞) as de2ned here is not the simplicial set associated
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to the space Zr(X;P∞). However, the two are naturally homotopy equivalent.) There are natural
homotopy equivalences
|SingZr(X;P∞)1| ∼→Zr(X;P∞)1
and
|SingZr(X an;P∞)1| ∼→Zr(X an;P∞)1:
Observe that for each n there is a natural map of contractible simplicial sets
I(n)(1•)→ SingI(n)an;
and also a natural equivalence of contractible spaces
|SingI(n)an| → I(n)an:
These maps are compatible with the operad structures, giving us a map of E∞ simplicial op-
erads I(1•) → SingIan (where SingIan is the simplicial operad consisting of simplicial sets
SingI(n)an, n¿ 0) and a map of E∞ operads |SingIan| → Ian. In particular, any Ian-space
may be equivalently regarded as an |I(1•)|-space (i.e., the associated 5-spectra will be equiva-
lent). Moreover, each of the simplicial sets SingMor(X;Grass)an,
∐
r SingZr−1(X;P∞)1,
SingMaps(X an;Grassan), and
∐
r SingZr−1(X
an;P∞)1 is an algebra over the simplicial operad
I(1•). Upon taking geometric realizations, we obtain |I(1•)|-spaces |SingMor(X;Grass)an|,
etc., which are homotopy equivalent to the Ian-spaces Mor(X;Grass)an, etc. under
maps compatible with the action of the operad |I(1•)|. Thus, the 5-spectrum associated to
|SingMor(X;Grass)an| is equivalent to the 5-spectrum associated to Mor(X;Grass)an, and
similarly for the other three Ian-spaces.
The preceding observations and results lead to the following de2nition.
Denition 6.11. For a quasi-projective complex variety X , we de2ne the natural maps
K(1• × X )→Ksemi(X )→Ktop(X )
to be the maps of in2nite loop spaces induced by taking homotopy-theoretic group completions
of the following maps of |I(1•)|-spaces:
|Hom(1• × X;Grass)| → |SingMor(X;Grass)an| → |SingMaps(X an;Grassan)|:
Here, we use the natural homotopy equivalence
Mor(X;Grass)an ∼ |SingMor(X;Grass)an|
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to identify the homotopy-theoretic group completion of the right-hand side with Ksemi(X ), and
similarly for Ktop(X an).
Theorem 6.12. For any connected quasi-projective complex variety X; there is a commutative
diagram of |I(1•)|-spaces
(6.6)
whose horizontal maps are induced by the maps cyc of Corollary 6.2, Proposition 6.7 and
Proposition 6.9. Applying 5∞ to (6:6); we obtain a commutative diagram of in;nite loop
spaces.
(6.7)
If X is smooth and connected; then upon applying j(−) for some j¿ 0 to 5∞ (6:7) we
obtain the following commutative diagram of abelian groups:
(6.8)
whose vertical arrows are the total Segre class maps.
Proof. The map from the top pair to the middle pair of (6:6) is induced by the natural map of
simplicial sets
(n →Mor(X × 1n; Y ))→ (n →Maps(1ntop;Mor(X; Y )an))
which exists for any Y . The map from the middle pair to the bottom pair is induced by the
map of simplicial sets associated to the natural inclusions of spaces
Mor(X; Y )an →Maps(X an; Y an);
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whose continuity is given by [18, 2.4]. Naturality of these constructions implies the commuta-
tivity of (6:7).
The observation that j (6.7) has the form (6:8) follows from the discussion preceding the
theorem and Propositions 6.5, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9.
7. Varieties X satisfyingKsemi(X ) Ktop(X an)
In this section, we investigate the natural map
Ksemi(X )→Ktop(X an) ≡ bu(X an) (7.1)
de2ned in 6:11. Note that this map is equivalent to the map of spectra induced by map of
Ian-spaces
Mor(X;Grass)an →Maps(X an;Grassan):
The goal of this section is to establish a few situations in which the map (7.1) is a weak
equivalence. An easy example occurs when X =SpecC, in which case this map is easily seen
to be a weak equivalence (cf. the proof of Proposition 6.7). Our 2rst non-trivial example is a
consequence of Corollary 5.3.
Proposition 7.1. Let P=Pn1 × · · · × Pnk be a product of projective spaces. Then the natural
map
Ksemi(P)→Ktop(Pan)
is a weak equivalence.
Proof. Let X be any projective complex variety. Given quotients Om  L and On  L′, the
natural map Mor(X;Grass)an →Maps(X an;Grassan) determines a map of two dimensional arrays
from {Mor(X;Grass)an; ; } to {Maps(X an;Grassan); ; }, where the latter is the array
(7.2)
Here, the maps  and  in (7.2) are de2ned analogously to the maps of (5.1) by regarding
Om  L and On  L′ as quotients of topological vector bundles.
Given a rank n vector bundle Y on a projective variety E, we can mimic the construction of
the map F :Ksemi(Pn) → Ksemi(Pn) using diagram (7.2) in place of (5.1) to obtain a natural
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weak equivalence
Ftop :Ktop(P(E)an)→Ktop(P(E)an);
whose ePect on homotopy groups is multiplication by the class of OP(E)(1) (regarded as a
topological vector bundle) in K0top(P(E)an). Since there is a natural map from diagram (5.1) to
diagram (7.2), the diagram
commutes for all i¿ 0. Performing this construction for the sequence of varieties and bundles
(SpecC;On1+1Spec C); (Pn1 ;O
n2+1
Pn1 ); : : : ; we obtain a commutative diagram
whose horizontal and left-hand vertical maps are weak equivalences. The result follows.
We now proceed to show that a theorem of Kirwan (Theorem 7.2 below) admits a stabilization
which asserts that the natural map Ksemi(C)→Ktop(Can) is a weak equivalence for any smooth
complex projective curve.
Let C be a smooth complex projective complex curve (i.e., a Riemann surface) and let g be its
genus. Given a continuous map f :Can → Grassn(PN )an corresponding to a quotient ON+1C  E
of topological vector bundles, we say that f has degree d if c1(E)=d∈H 2(C;Z)=Z. We recall
the variety Ad(n;m) of [27], de2ned as the collection of quotients OmC  E such that E is a vector
bundle on C having rank n and degree d and which satis2es the condition that H 1(C; E)=0.
By [27], Ad(n;m) has the structure of an open subvariety of the variety Mor d(C;Grassn(Pm−1)),
Ad(n;m) ⊂Mor d(C;Grassn(Pm−1)) ≡Mor d(n;m);
where Mor(C;Grassn(Pm−1))=
∐
d¿0 Mor d(C;Grassn(Pm−1)) is discussed in Lemma 4.1 and
where the subscript d indicates degree in the above sense. Observe that the stabilization of
Mor d(C;Grassn(Pm−1)) with respect to m restricts to a stabilization of Ad(n;m), thereby de2ning
an ind-variety
Ad(n) ⊂Mor d(C;Grassn(P∞)) ≡Mor d(n):
For each d; n¿ 0, there is a natural map
Ad(n)an →Mor d(n)an → lim−→
m
Mapsd(C
an;Grassn(Pm)an) ≡Mapsd(n)
where the subscript d on the right-hand side refers to the subspace of maps having degree d.
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We recall the following result of [27].
Theorem 7.2 (Kirwan [27, 1.1]). As above; let C denote a smooth complex projective curve.
Let k be any positive integer with k¿ n− 2g. Then the composition
Ad(n)an →Mor d(n)an →Mapsd(n)
induces an isomorphism in cohomology up to dimension k provided
d¿ 2n(2g+ k + 1) + nmax(k + 1+ n(2g+ k + 1); 14n
2g):
Let A∞(C) stand for the disjoint union of ind-varieties
∐
d;n Ad(n). Observe that the maps of
the two-dimensional array {Mor(C;Grass)an; ; } of (5.1) restrict to determine the sub-array
of spaces
(7.3)
We write the two-dimensional array (7.3) as {A∞(C)an; ; }.
Proposition 7.3. The natural map of homotopy colimits
hocolim{A∞(C)an; ; } → hocolim{Mor(C;Grass)an; ; }
is a weak homotopy equivalence.
Proof. We use the fact that we may realize these homotopy colimits by 2rst taking the homotopy
colimit of each column, then taking the homotopy colimit of the resulting row of spaces. Yet, we
claim the map gives a weak homotopy equivalence on each column (i.e., the in2nite mapping
telescope for L′). This holds since upon restriction to any Mor d(n), one can factor a suNciently
high iteration of L′ through A∞(C), using the fact that H 1(C; E ⊗ O⊗nL′ )=0 for n0.
Proposition 7.4. The composition of the natural maps of homotopy colimits
hocolim{A∞(C)an; ; }→ hocolim{Mor(C;Grass)an; ; }
→ hocolim{Maps(Can;Grassan); ; }
is a homology equivalence.
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Proof. We use the fact that we may realize these homotopy colimits by 2rst taking mapping
telescopes of the columns of (7:2) and (7.3) and then taking mapping telescopes along the
resulting rows. For each 2xed column, to show
Tel(A∞(C)an; )→ Tel(Maps(Can;Grassan); )
is a homology equivalence, it suNces to show the map
lim−→(Hq(A
∞(C)) →· · ·)→ lim−→(Hq(Maps(C
an;Grassan))
→· · ·) (7.4)
is an isomorphism for all q. Observe that the map from (7.3) to (7.2) respects degree and rank,
so that to establish that (7.4) is an isomorphism, it suNces to show the map
lim−→(Hq(Ad(n)
an)
→Hq(Ad+e(n)an) →· · ·)
→ lim−→(Hq(Mapsd(n))
→Hq(Mapsd+e(n))
→· · ·) (7.5)
is an isomorphism for all 2xed d and n. Here, e¿ 0 is the degree of the line bundle L′. Since
at some suNciently large stage of the direct limit the degree is large enough to satisfy the
hypothesis of Theorem 7.2, it follows that (7.5) is an isomorphism for all q, n and d.
Thus the map hocolim{A∞(C)an; ; } → hocolim{Maps(Can;Grassan); ; } may be realized
as a telescope of maps which are homology equivalences. Since homology commutes with
taking mapping telescopes, the result follows.
Theorem 7.5. For a smooth; projective complex curve C the natural map
Ksemi(C)→Ktop(Can)
is a weak equivalence. Thus; if C has genus g; then for any j¿ 0
K semi2j+1(C) ∼= Z2g; K semi2j (C) ∼= Z2:
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, the homotopy colimit of any row of {Mor(C;Grass)an; ; }—that
is, Ksemi(C)—is weakly equivalent to the homotopy colimit of the whole diagram under the
natural map.
We easily modify the proof of Proposition 5.1 so that it applies to Maps(Can;Grassan) in
place of Mor(C;Grass)an. Namely, under the identi2cation
[T;Tel(Maps(Can;Grassan); L⊗L′⊗j)]=K0top(T × Can);
the map between consecutive rows of (7.2) induces the self-map on K0top(T ×Can) which sends
a topological vector bundle E on T ×Can to E ⊗pr∗CL′. Thus, we conclude that the homotopy
colimit of any row of {Maps(Can;Grassan); ; }—that is, Ktop(Can)—is weakly equivalent to
the homotopy colimit of the whole diagram under the natural map.
Thus, Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 imply that Ksemi(C)→Ktop(Can) is a homology equivalence.
Since this is a map of group-like H -spaces, we conclude that the map is a weak homotopy
equivalence.
The calculation of K semi∗ (C) ∼= K−∗top (C) is standard.
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The following is an immediate corollary of Theorems 5.2 and 7.5.
Corollary 7.6. Let C be a smooth; projective complex curve of genus g and E a rank n vector
bundle on C. Then for any j¿ 0;
K semi2j+1(P(E)) ∼= Z2ng; K semi2j (P(E)) ∼= Z2n:
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